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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

NOVEMBER 30, 1989 FREE

WRAP
COVER STORY by Andy Newman
ILLUSTRATION by Toki Oshima
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Last December I watched my nephew
Toby tackle a gift-wrapped box. He
went at it with both hands, ripping with
crazed determination, throwing shreds
of the yellow paper to his sides and
over his shoulders. Beneath the last
layer of paper, Toby caught sight of the
toy through a clear plastic window in
one side of the box.
"A garbage truck!" he cried. Toby had
made his mother stop in traffic to watch
garbage trucks like this one,
The truck inside was made of yellow
plastic. Its wheels were wedged into a
polystyrene foam base, along with
three green plastic dumpsters and three
plastic garbage men.
Toby tore into the box, and was
quickly surrounded by a small mountain
of garbage. He loaded one of the
dumpsters with a piece of clear plastic,
a small chunk of the foam and a piece
of wrapping paper. He reached into his
pocket, pulled out a lint-coated jelly
bean and threw it in, too .
He looked at the toy dumpster,
smiled, and said, "Garbage."
Within a few days, the wrapping and
packaging from Toby's gift was taken
away in a real garbage truck. It was
burned in an incinerator and then the
ashes were dumped into a landfill, our
holiday contribution to the nation's real
mountain of trash.
Environmentalists say "source reduction" - a high-tech term that means
making less garbage - is essential to
keeping the planet cle~m. About half
the trash we throw out is packaging.
A lot of that, like Toby's garbage, really
isn't necessary. Pointing to the needless
waste, environmentalists are giving
packaging a bad "wrap."
CONTINUED on page 8
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GIVE THE GIfT OF HEALTH: A $50

Port

GIFT CERTIFICATE

Bake
House

GOOD FOR A
until

434 Fore St. 7:30 am--6:00 pm
263 St. John st. 6:30 am-5:30 pm

Dec. 20.

BOlH LOCATIONS NOW OPEN SUNDAY 8-2
Ufecydes. Tr.,.dmIIls. free

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
Natural Foods Market

More cops on beat uptown

Unique
Stocking
Stuffers

In a crackdown on people who are a "nuisance" to shoppers,
more Portland police officers are on foot patrol between Monument Square and Longfellow Square. Captain Edward Googins,
patrol captain at the Portland Police Department, said the patrols
are a response to complaints from uptown business people. In
addition to having two officers on foot patrol, police may set up
a post in a storefront on Congress Street. Since beginning the
patrol on Oct. 24, police have made "several arre~ts for misdemeanorcrimes and panhandling," Googins said. The patrols will
continue until at least Jan. 1, 1990, when city officials will decide
whether or not they should continue.

Mon. 9:30-5
Tues.-Fri. 9:30-8 • Sat. 9-6

537 Shore Road· Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803

r

CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
I SOUND ALTERNATIVES

1
WITH I

I

I Rolling Stones CD Box Set - $49.99
David Bowie CD Box Set - $49.99
Muddy Waters CD Box Set - $35.99

GIFT CERTIFICATE DISCO
WITH THIS AD!!!

Congressmen Brennan, Portland Mayor C1enott, Governor McKernan CBW{fonee Harbert
and other dignitaries sing "This Land Is Your Land," led by Girl Scouts.

$1.00 OFF a gift certificate
$2.00 OFF a $25 gift certificate
$3.00 OFF a$50 gift certificate

100 million new environmentalists

402 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME
(across from
Tri-State Auto)

207

1774-444~J
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Oq} V\.\r
545 C6ngress Street
Portland, Maine
(across from Newberry's)

I'

879~1676

Hand Painted Murals
A Unique Gift

An eleganr &
diS[inc[ive [ouch
to any home.
Don't settle for
painted or
wallpapered walls,
let illUSIons create a
breathtaking mural
especially for you!

Governor John McKernan stood between Portland Mayor Esther Clenott and a Girl Scout who
led them in singing, "TItis Land is Your Land,"
before more than 100 politicians, activists and
curiosity seekers crammed into the State of Maine
room at Portland City Hall on Nov 27. They were
there to announce Maine's role inEarth Day 1990,
an international public-relations sequel that will
involve more than 100 million people in celebration of the Earth on April 22, 1990.
Dennis Hayes, the law-school dropout who
organized the first Earth Day in 1970, was there in
his grey-flannel capacity as chairman and CEO of
Earth Day 1990. Some of Maine's slickest public
relations professionals worked the crowd alongside activists who haven't been active for years.
And as the TV cameras rolled, it suddenly
appeared that everyone had been born again as an
environmentalist.

The Earth Day 1990 pledge
The media bash was thrown by Earth Day
1990/Maine, a local organization that is forming
committees to work on the five outreach programs common to Earth Day 1990 actions: pledge
cards, educational curriculum, proclamations,
religiOUS and college outreach.
The cornerstone of that change is a pledge that
Earth Day 1990 organizers are attempting to get
millions of people to sign. Slick, direct-mail pledge
cards will be mailed to hundreds of thousands of
people and given to as many more during the next
several months.
By signing the pledge, an individual promises
to "do my share in saving the planet" by recycling
and conserving resources, buying products least
harmful to the environment from corporations
that promote global responsibility, voting for
candidates who demonstrate an abiding concern
for the environment, and supporting passage of
local, state and federal laws and international
treaties that protect the environment. The cards
also include a pitch for donations.
Before signing a giant pledge card, the politicians in attendance each took a whack at the row
of microphones and TV cameras: New England
Earth Day co-chair Rob Gardiner said a few nice
things about the Earth and introduced Massachusetts U.S. Sen. John Kerry, who rattled off a laundry list of the world's environmental problems
and introduced U.S. Rep. Joseph Brennan, who
took credit for environmentallcgislation passed
when he was governor and introduced Mayor
Clenott, who read part of a proclamation proclaiming Earth Day to be Earth Day and introduced Governor McKernan, who took credit for
environmental legislation passed during his term

as governor and introduced Dennis Hayes, who
wasn't running for anything but did have something to say.

Changing lifestyles
Hayes had been standing almost out of view,
beneath a TV light far to the left of the politicians.
He clasped and unclasped his hands nervously
behind his back. This slick media event was a far
cry from the original Earth Day he organized.
Conceived by Wisconsin Senator Gaylord
Nelson and coordinated by Hayes and other student acti vists, the original Earth Day rallied more
than 20 million people nationwide in what was
essentially a protest against air pollution.
The challenge facing Hayes then was to convince Americans that the environment was an
issue. The scope of Earth Day surprised almost
everyone, and the event is generally considered
the birth of the modem American environmental
movement. In the year following Earth Day, the
Clean Air and Clean Water acts were passed and
the U.s. Environmental Protection Agency was
established.
Bu tthechallenge facing Earth Day 1990 is more
global in scope and more personal in nature,
according to Hayes. Dispensing with the cocktail
jokes and credit-mongering that had preceded
him, Hayes explained the failings of the first Earth
Day.
"There was a huge split at that time," he said,
referring to the diverging str<;.egies of "political"
and '1ifestyle" ecologists. About a dozen thirtysomething people in the audience squirmed in
their soft seats as Hayes lamented the "back-tothe-land" flight of the '1ifestylers." He said that
although the political types won many reforms
after the first Earth Day, " ... we failed to pay
attention to what we were doing as individuals to
the environment around us."
He said that Earth Day 1990 would be reachi ng
out to "lifestylers," as well as to religious groups
and to the poor. He said the pledge is an attempt
not only to get individuals to understand the
issues, but also to change their lifL'Styles in response to them.
And although he did not address the obvious
irony- how can a slick marketing campaign wean
people off their addiction to consumption brought
about by slick marketing campaigns? - he did
conclude by addressing himself specifically to the
individuals and activists in the back of the room:
"Earth Day, if it is to be successful, depends on
you."
Earth Day 1990/Maine welcomes volunteers:
call 774-9710.
Monte Paulsen

Progr.iUl15 &.. Much Morel

Union Station
Fitness Depot

Open 7 days a week
M-f 5:30AM-tO PM
Sat. 9-7. Sun. 12~

PLENTY Of PARKING

222 St. John St_. Intown Portland

772-7t10

F.O. BAILEY ANTIQUARIANS
is pleased to present

A PRE-HOLIDAY DISCOVERY AUCTION
Sunday December 3, 1989 at 11:00 a.m.
Inspection: 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. morning of sale

Forest report cut down

order by Dec. 5 for these great oecus:

•Q

Weights. I'erson"Uzed

Environmentalists have an axe to grind with a federal forest
land study report. The Northern Forest Lands Study (NFLS) was
commissioned by the U.s. Congress last year after Diamond
International sold more than one million acres of northern forest
lands to developers. A draft of the report recommends that
companies which opt to keep land for timber purposes rather than
selling it to developers be allowed a capital gains tax. That means
they would have to pay a minimal amount of taxes on their profi ts
from cutting down trees.
But Jamie Sayen of Preserve Appalachian Wilderness said that
the forest products industry "feels more of a responsibility to
turning a profit for shareholders than to preserving the forests,"
and that the industry shouldn't enjoy the "subsidy" of a tax break
unless it commits to more responsible forest practices. As irresponsible forest practices he cites clearcutting areas of forests and
spraying forests with herbicides. "The forest gets destroyed, the
taxpayers get robbed, and in 10 years the forest gets sold to
developers anyway," Sayen lamented.
Public hearings on the draft of the report will be held throughout Maine during November and December. A final report will be
pitched to Congress in early 1990.

If xou are Creative and turn found objects into" Art"; if you are "Funkr." and like

' Kitsch"; if you are "Astute" and know a "Sleeper" when you see it; If you are a
'\ true merchant and like to turn a "Profit"; if you are·on a budget and have a space
._ •./
to fill; if you have no place to go after the Sunday Flea Market and like good
.'
company, then RISK IT! join us for an EO. Bailey AuctIOn. Place tongue In
cheek grab wallet and come directly to EO. Bailey Auction Gallery,
; .'
141 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

~

Directions: From 1·295 exit onto Franklin Street.
At 5th set of lights, turn right onto Middle Street.
Gallery is on the right at next intersection.
Term: Cash or penon.l check only if you have
established credit WIth EO. Bailey prior to saJe date.

A Premium of 10'" will be applied to all property sold
to be paid by the buyer as part of the purchase price.
Catered

.
joy Piscopo, Pres. #1482
Franklin B. Allen #0191
jack Piscopo #0192

EO. Bailey Antiquarians
141 Middle Shjeet
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774-1479 or 774-1470
FAX (207) 774-7914

MERe's books look bad
MaineEnergy Recovery Corp. (MERC) has opened upits books
and the South Portland accounting firm of Runyon, Kersteen,
Oullette & Lessard, said that the Biddeford's waste-to-energy
incinerator lost $16.78 million during the last three years. Claiming that it continues losing money at a rate of $500,000 a month,
MERC wants to triple the per-ton tipping fee it charges to take
garbage. They opencd their books to show the towns that increasing the fees was justified, but none of the 27 Southern Mane
communities that send their trash toMERC- including Westbrook,
Gorham, and Old Orchard Beach - have agreed to the increase yet.

PHOIO

CHRISTMAS5 CARDS
DAY SERVICE
cards
57 _99
20 envelopes
with

from your favorite color negative

or your
cards
are

FREEI*
_

Cards can also ~ m~ from your colO( prtnt or slide' for an ackhtlonal 5299
"'Ask for detaIls Order.s accepted through rkceml)er II

Deer hunters make a killing
Maine's hunting season ended on Nov. 25. Approximately
30,000 deer were killed and 14 hunters were shot, two of them
fatally, according to Paul Fournier, a spokesperson for the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. One hunter, Damon
Alexander of North Belgrade, was killed on Oct. 28 when he
accidently shot himself in the chest. Another hunter, Steven
Bernier of Windham, was killed onNov. 21 when a member of his
hunting party was shooting at a running deer and accidentally
shot him. Most of the incidents are being investigated by the
department, Fournier said. "Hunting is actually one of the safest
recreational pastimes," said Fournier, "there are a lot more injuries and deaths in sports like boating and skiing."

WEIRD NEWS:
....Britain's five million pet cats kill 70 million smaller animals
and birds a year, according to estimates by researchers. Biologist
PeterChurcher found that "well-fed and contented cats are often
ruthless killers" who may be responsible for half the deaths of
sparrows each year.
....In Decatur, Ga., 34-year-old Mitchell Munoz was charged
with torturing and killing 77 cats after police found three tails
under a bathroom sink, photographs of dead kittens and diaries
detailing how the cats behaved and what was done to them.
Detective Lanny Mosley said Munoz, who got many of the cats
through newspaper ads, blamed his behavior on "the fact that he
hates cats."
Roland Sweet/AllerNtI

Don't forget - we carry an excellent
selection of frames for enlargements
A Great Gift Idea!
u .s. Route 1
Scarborough, Me
71

883-7363

30 City Center

Portland, Me
772-7296

FREE
MOVIES!

Convenient hours
Mon-Fri 7:30-6
Saturday 9 :00-1

TRUST THE PROS
AT BPS PHOTO
EXPRESSI

G6T 'FR€&'

MOVI€ ((eNTAL

WITH fACH '15MUSIC PURCHASe.!
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Shirt/Jacket

Pea Coats

.

Pants

$15.95

$12.95 & up

$13. 95

"Bush"
Jackets

$15.95

Dutch Ike
Jackets

$18.95

French
Navy Middies

Mussette
Bag

Swedish Wool
Overcoat

Greek Wool
Fisherman's Cap

$13.95

by Andy Newman

$12. 95

$35.95

A

$14.95
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: ~'.: Clothing, Backpacks ~ More from CARGO
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Paratrooper
Navy Blue
Cargo Pocket
,.

8 Moulton SI., Portland
775·3057 • Mon·Sat 9·5 Sun 11·5
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1001
Gift Ideas!
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Describe your magic show.

380 Fore St • Portland • 775-3066
Mon - Sat 10-9 Sun 11-6

Men's and Ladies
14K GOla Signet Rings
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Do you wear a big hat?

~

'~~f

No. I don't pull a rabbit out
of a hat anymore. I used to do
that because kids expected a
bunny to get pulled out of a hat.
But then my bunny got too big
for the hat and upkeep was a lot
of work. And you don't want
the hassle of the humane society
coming down and saying, "You
mistrea ted that animal."
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I'm a comic magician. I tell a
few jokes, do a lot of sight gags,
and put people in funny
situations where scissors don't
open and boxes fall apart.
I also pull rocks out of my
shoe. "Oh, I've got a rock in my
shoe. Does that ever happen to
you? You get a rock in shoe and
you can't get it out. Please
excuse me. This is really quite
embarrassing." And then I take
my shoe off and say, "Oh geez,
no wonder" and pull a huge
rock ou t of my shoe. It's not the
typical magic show.
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Bob
Bob Nixon did his first card
trick when he was six years
old. Now he Is a full.fledged
"comic magician," doing
about 200 magic shows a
year throughout Maine and
New England.

Old Port Emporium

..

conversation
with

Nixon

**Stocking
Stutters
Jams &Jellies
** Teas,
Christmas Decorations
Playmobil Children's Toys
* &Imported
Chocolates
Candies
*great
And many more
ideas!

p
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81 Exclwlge St•
Portland, MAIne

Wooden Paddle
BoatToy

772-2173
open

6:30 L.m. - 6;30 p.m •

TAK£OUTOR

SIT DOv.N
SERVING 8R£AKfAST.

WNCH &. DINNER

Nautical X·mas
Ornaments

Brass
Mermaid

$2.95

$1.95 & up

$39.95

U.S.N. Ship
Command Caps

Ship
Models

Sailboat Business
Card Holders

$10.95

':

Window Candle
Light (Brass)

$6.95

$99

& up

Scrimshaw
Knives

Start a Gift·Giving

Tradition
Hand·finished cast
pewter Christmas
ornaments by
Woodbury Pewter &
Hampshire Pewter.
A very special
Holiday Gift.

$14· D5

Folk Art
Shorebirds

$39.95 &up $10· 95 &up

• 310 Danforth St • Portland· 772-11607 •
Mon . - Sat. 10 - ~pm ( 8 pm "ncr Th"nksgivmg)
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What does magic
Involve other than a
lot of practice?
There's a lot of psychology
involved, a lot of physical and
mental misdirection. You look
where I want you to look so
your mind perceives something ...

.,r... .; ....,
~
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Does being misleading on
stage carry over to your
behavior off stage?
Yes, actually it does. I'm a
district manager for a medical
sales company. Body language
and the psychology of magic
help me with my functions in
sales. I misdirect people. It's
something I have to do.
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For All Ye Migh
Wind Related /Yeeds
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\ . . Give a loved one
a kite for the holidays
and watch
% their spirits soar!
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Chicken Fajitas • Soft
Tacos' Dinner Combos' Chicken Stir·fry • Vegetable Stir·fry. Tortellini Alfredo. Tortellini Primav.
era' Lasagna. and morel. TAKE OUT AVAILABLE
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MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares

SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A I1taUily Alltmalivt"

"For Ihal exira special gifl "
100
COMMERCIAL
STREET
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Wharf street, Old Port
871-0035
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Are there theatrics
Involved too?
Sure, being a magician is just
an actor playing the part of a
magician. I can't just go up and
do a trick for you. I've got to
present that trick in an enter·
taining way. So you will sit back
and say, "Hey, I enjoyed being
made a fool of."

CBW{foneeHarbert

What's the worst scenario
for a magician at a
performance?
The worst scenario is you go
up on stage with an animal and
the animal dies. A young fellow
told me how he was going to
"produce" a little baby chick out
of a ball of fire. But he put too
much lighter fluid in and it
totally engulfed poor chick,
which is in this little pan.
Fortunately the chicken sur·
vived and there was applause.

What's the oddest audience
you've ever performed for?
One time at a restaurant in
Portland I was booked for a
private party for 24 people.
When I am ved, there turned
out to be 12 people, obviously
on drugs and sitting there in a
stupor. That was probably the
most unusual one. The woman
paying me at the end of the
show fell over backwards while
she was trying to write the
chec.kout.

What are our most
simplistiC expectations

of magic shows?
People aren't interested in
magic because they've seen too
many bad magicians. They
perceive magic as what Uncle
Joe used to do-really stupid
tricks and you have to watch
him for two hours. The biggest
hurdle is to show that magic is
an entertaining art form and it's
something that you' re going to
have a good time at. As op'
posed to Uncle Joe doing stupid
tricks

Is there a difference

between a "trick" and
an "illusion" ?
Sawing a lady in half or
floating a lady is an "illusion."
An illusion is a big trick, a big
effect. Other magicians will get
mad a t me for saying "tricks."
They'll say "Tricks are for kids.
We do effects." No you don't.
You do tricks. Everyone relates
to it as a trick.
Andy Newman did his disappearing ad
at the last staff meeting and ha.s been
pulling quarters out of our ears all
week.
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"A lot of people don't realize
that running a college is a lot
like running a
instead of customers, we have
students. And in
addition to all

YOURS:

BLACK
TIE ...
distinctive catering

Portland-bashers club is humorless

During the holiday season
for all your catering needs

Make Black Tie ...Qequiredl
M-F 10-6 • SAT 8-2
870 BROADWAY· SO. PORTLAND. 799-7119

, "' ...,..
I

MAINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

~

\..

&J

".

Victoria Crandall, Producer and Artistic Director

THE PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT!
1990 Gift Certificates and Subscriptions
Subscribe before

....

December 31st ,at

Information

last season's pnces!

(all

Located on Beautiful
Bowdoin College Campus.

725-8769

Brunswick. Maine

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

What a
great
idea!
Holiday
Gift
Baskets

The "Back Country Portland-Bashers Club
of Maine Membership Questionnaire" on page
4 of your Nov. 22 issue was in very poor taste.
The space could have been put to much better
use as more advertisement for yuppie eateries
or overpriced clothing stores. I assume it was
an attempt at humor. Personally, I see nothing
funny about poverty and illiteracy. I don't

think you would think it was funny if you
couldn't pick out a gift card for a loved one or
fill out a job application. You should be
ashamed of yourselves for printing such trash.

This space is for opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and
please include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME. 04102.

cific tasks like
fund raising and
registration, we
have to handle
general

like recordkeeping, accounting,
When we were looking for

US:

advice on how to manage all
this

The list of why Maine hates Portland grows longer
A few years ago there was a literary "move- and "Broken Men," shoe stores with Latin
ment" started by Carolyn Chute's "The Beans names, comic strips with no punch lines, perof Egypt, Maine." It sought to let Portlanders sonal columns, and questions about why
know how the rest of the state lives.
Maine hates Portland. To them it's perfectly
Anyone who read Wayne Curtis' article obvious.
(CBW 11 /9/89) and wants more input should
It's not Portland they dislike - it's the attiread some works from that movement, and tude. Anyone still wondering why Maine hates
realize the revulsion they feel toward the Portland should move back to Boston or Pascharacters is the same many (most?) Mainers saic or San Diego and worry no more.
get when they see "Grandmothers for Peace,"
a store that sells nothing but kites, breakfastonly restaurants with ads they don't think are
a.. (f- B<-M Y/
funny because they don't understand them,
Stuart Bonney
music groups with names like "Jazz Butcher"
Lewiston

S fv

e..7
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PUBLISHER Gary Santaniello
EDITOR Monte Paulsen

Despite almost overwhelming support by
the state and federal governments, the people
of Maine have spoken against the testing of
cruise missiles in our state. The very next day
a U.S. Navy representative said that the Navy
could continue to plan tests of these \'Veapons
over Maine. Once again we see how strongly
our military supports democracy. If this hap-

Ann Sitomer
NEWS & UPDATES
Andy Newman

PHOTOGRAPHS

Q~

Paul G. Harris
Portland

Harper Computers. With the
largest education staff of any
Apple@ dealer 'in Maine, we
knew they'd understand Out
They recommended Macintosh®
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pened in the USSR our admirals would be
screaming to get aboard the bandwagon of
criticism against the "Russians."
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Which is what running a
college is all abou t."

Ray Allen, Dean
Portland School of Art
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Art fascism isn't unique to Hitler's Germany
Mon.-Sat. 11-7:30 PM. g 'Deering Avenue, Portland. 773-2624
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What follows is from a speech given by
Adolf Hitler inaugurating the Great Exhibition of German Art, 1937:
"I have observed among the pictures submitted here, quite a few paintings which make
one actually come to the conclusion that the
eye shows things differently to certain human
beings than the way they really are, that is, that
there are really men who see the present
popula tion of our na tion only as rotten cretins;
who, on principal, see meadows blue, skies
green, clouds sulphur yellow, and so on, or, as
they say, experience them as such ... I want to
forbid these pitiful misfortunates who quite
obviously suffer from an eye disease, to try
vehemently to foist these products of their
misrepresentations upon the age we Ii ve in, or
even to wish them to present them as "art."
No, here there are only two possibilities: Either these so-called "artists" really see things
this way and therefore believe in what they
depict; then we would have to examine their
eyesight-deformation to see if it is the product
of a mechanicalfailure or of inheritance. In the
first case, these misfortunes can onl y be pi tied;
in the second case, they would be the object of
great interest to the Ministry of the Interior of
the Reich which would then have to take up
the question of whether the inheritance of
gruesome malfunctioning of eyes cannot at
least be checked. If, on the other hand, they
themselves do not believe in the rea Ii ty of such
impressions but try to harass the nation with
this humbug for other reasons, then such an
attempt falls within the jurisdiction of the
penal law.

"Cubism, Dadaism, Futurism, Impressionism, etc., have nothing to do with our people.
For these concepts are neither old nor modem,
but are only the artifactitious stammerings of
men to whom God has denied the grace of a
truly artistic talent, and in its place hasawarded
them with the gift of jabbering or deception. I
will therefore confess now, in this very hour,
that I have come to the final unalterable decision to clean house, just as I have done in the
domain of political confusion, and from now
on rid German art of its phrase mongering.
"'Works of art' which cannot be understood ... will no longer find their way to the
German people."
Unfortunately, this art facism is not limited
to Hitler. Half a century later in the United
States Jesse Helms schemes to rid our SOciety
of "indecent art," and his is a sneakier tacticlighter taxes and exercising our "right to ignore," as Ms. Stevens put it, are to lure Americans to his side. But it is this "right to ignore,"
this individual apathy, that has created the
need for taxes - taxes in order to (attempt to)
feed the hungry and shelter the homeless,
And thus it is taxes that can help get art out of
the mansion and into the public school,spread
appreciation from the art historian to the wo /
man on the street, and promote freedom of expression and understanding rather than igno-
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Portlard

CONTRIBUTORS Lynda Barry,
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,ANNUAL
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Books,.Manuals, Catalogs,
Town Reports,
Brochures ..•
For your most demanding printing projects,
call Ptintex Systems today! OUf in-house
printing and bindery departments specialize
in finishing work such as stitching, peJ:'fect
bjn<:l:ing.. numbering, scoring, perforating
and drilling.
We'll meet with you and show you samples,
discuss your specific needs and deliver!

"Portland's Proudest
Printers"

• Fun color printing
• Raised printing
• Direct Mall Matke!ing
34 Diamond St.
P.O. Box 10139
P~J!and ,. Maine 04104

774-1456

of Portland, Inc.
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ANJON'S
~WIW~ SPECIALS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge, since 1957
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME
Tel: 883-9562

• Club Sandwich
Turkey • Chicken • Tuna • Ham & Swiss
With Chips and Pickle

• Chicken Parmigiana
With Pasta

• Beef Tips in Wine Sauce
With Vegetable

.

YOUR CHOICE

2.95

• 8 oz. Chopped Sirloin
With Mushroorri'Gravy

• Baked Stuffed Haddock
With Seafood Stuffing

• Chicken Cordon Bleu
With Supreme Sauce

YOUR CHOICE

4.95

Above" Early Bird" Specials served with Cup of Soup, Potato,
Vegetable, Bread and Butter, Dessert, Tea or Coffee

• Fisherman's Platter
Haddock • Shrimp • Clams
With Potato or Pasta and Salad

YOUR CHOICE

7.95

• Veal Parmigiana
With Pasta and Salad

Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4-8 PM
Free Appetizers in our lounge • 99¢ Drink Specials
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •
• NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED· PLENTY OF FREE PARKING.

Lunch for two at McDonald's: this packaging was used for
less than two mlnut.es before being discarded.

CBW(Tonee Harbert

convenience. The TV dinner foreshadowed the
microwaveable entree, which uses a phenomenal amount of packaging. When people say
something is "overpackaged," they mean it is
packaged in more materials than necessary.
Items like ball point pens, extension cords, and
toys - items that won't get sta~e or break - are
often "overpackaged" in cardboard and plastic.
.Manufacturers and the packaging industry
think that a packaged product is sexier to the
consumer than a product in the buff. Rather
than resting in a box among 100 other pens, a
CONTINUED from page one
pen packed in brightly colored cardboard and
rigid plastic shrink wrap can lure shoppers. The
For toys, pens and other products, packaging package can announce how special the pen is,
often ends up in a trash barrel moments after
how smooth it writes and how the latest techthe purchase. Lisa CoHaton, outreach coordinanology has gone into creating the extra-precisetor at the Environmental Action Foundation in
micro-fine plastic tip. Packaging products also
Washington, D.C., said that each American
makes them harder to steal: packaging adds
tosses out an average of 3.5 pounds of trash a
bulk to the pen. Also, the package allows someday. She added that one half the volume and 30 thing as small as a pen to carry a Universal
percent of the weight of the trash we throw
Price Code symbol, that row of lines sca nned at
away is packaging material.
check-out counters that reveals the product
Eric Root, deputy director of Regional Waste
price and helps stores keep track of inventory.
Systems (RWS), the facility tha t incinerates
Packaging also is relied on because today's
Greater Portland's trash, said tha t residents in
store is set up more vertically than hOrizontally
the Greater Portland area will throw out more
- a packaged pen can be hung up rather than
than 80,000 tons of trash in the upcoming year.
resting on tables or counters.
Since RWS gets $30 of tax money for every ton
Still, there are stationery stores that sell
of traSh it takes, that will cost taxpayers $2.4
unpackaged pens from boxes or cups. But pen
million. And if 30 percent of that weight is
manufacturers would lose a huge segment of
packaging, taxpayers will spend $720,000 to
their market if they sold to those stores alone.
dispose of their packaging.
To sell in a supermarket, a convenience store, or
Maine shares a solid-waste problem with the a drug store, those manufacturers must put
rest of the country. Landfills are overfilled with
their pen in a package. So marketing often
a stew of both organic and inorganic materials
justifies packaging which serves no essential
that never should have ended up in the same
function.
trash bag to begin with. As the organic garbage
And those marketing demands take a toll on
slowly decomposes in a landfill, it produces a
the environment. Manufacturing, shipping, and
warm inflammable gas that draws dangerous
storing packaging uses precious resources like
chemicals out of inorganic garbage such as
gas and oil. Pollution comes from the packaging
batteries, weed killers, and pesticides. That
plants themselves and from the trucks and the
steeping toxic muck threatens to seep deep into trains that ship the packaging. Dr. Jan Beyea, a
the ground and taint drinking water.
senior staff scientist at the Audubon Society in
Incineration - the fate of two-thirds of
New York, said that bleached paper typically is
Maine's garbage - is an alternative to landfill
used in packaging and that the process of
cornposting, but also threatens the environbleaching paper leads to polluted rivers. And
ment. The chemicals in the trash go up in
according to Beyea, when that paper is incinersmoke and could end up in the air we breathe.
ated, the dioxins released in the air are dangerThere probably will never be a really safe
ous to breathe and cause acid rain.
way to get rid of garbage. But many environThe age of plastic
mentalists today encourage "source reduction"
- helping alleviate the waste disposal crisis by
Plastic was invented in 1909 by Leo Baekreducing the amount of garbage thrown away.
eland . He called the stuff Bakelite, and he was
And since packaging is one of the easiest things on to something big. Here was a material that
to reduce, it stands out as a culprit that should
was lightweight, strong, durable and long
be reformed.
lasting. Baekeland pushed plastic to leaders in a
range of industries. He told industrialists that
The packaging revolution
plastic could cheaply and durably replace the
In the old days, packaging served to keep food
rubber, metal and wood components of their
fresh. During WWII, U.S. scientists began to get products. And it did. By the 1920s, plastic was
really wrapped up in packaging. The scientists
being used on ships, automobiles, airplanes,
studied how best to package and preserve food
furniture, electrical fixtures, and many other
for soldiers who were stationed in remote and
products.
varied climates all over the world. The end of
As packaging material, plastic took off in the
that war brought packaging technology off the
'70s and '80s. Plastic is now bumping glass as
battlefield and into the supermarket. In 1953,
the choice container m;:tcrial for soda bottles,
the foil was lifted and steam rose from the first
cooking oil, and ketchup. Those containers are
TV dinner.
not only lightweight but often are molded so
Today, elaborate packaging focuses not only
that they are easier to handle. They also don't
on keeping food fresh but also on consumer
break easily.

p

Three tomatoes: two layers of plastic
and a layer of cardboard.
Plastic packaging makes up 15 percent of the
volume of the U.S. waste stream, Collaton said,
adding that the average American throws out
60 pounds of plastic packaging a year. And,
with the growing use of plastic for microwaveable food trays, aseptic packaging like
that used for juice packages, and "squeezable"
bottles and jars, Colla ton expects that amount to
double by the year 2000. She estimates that
between 1985 and 2000, Americans will toss out
more than 143 tons of plastic packaging.
When plastic was invented in the early part
of the century, it was applauded because it was
so durable. But, as the century winds to a close,
environmentalists aren't applauding plastic. It
generally is used only for a very short time,
sometimes only minutes or seconds, but lasts in
landfills indefinitely. In that regard, packaging
frequently parallels the long-lasting plastic stuff
it packages such as disposable razors and
throwaway diapers.
Organic waste deteriorates naturally, fairly
quickly, and can enrich the soil if properly composted. But plastic is a different story. When
plastic is buried along with organic materials at
a landfill, it doesn't decompose.
Instead of being buried, most of the Portland
area's plastic is burned at RWS. Eric Root contends that burning plastic is the best way to get
rid of it: "You ha\'(~ to control the temperature,
duration, and amount of oxygen available. And
at high temperatures and the right combustion,
toxins don't form ."
But Beyea from the Audubon Society said
that the waste incinerator recipe doesn't always
cook up garbage safely. If combustion conditions are "imperfect" at an incinerator, then
cadmium and other dangerous chemical can
escape in the air, causing health problems and
acid rain, Beyea said.
It is possible to recycle plastic, but not as
efficiently as glass. Collaton said that unlike
glass, most plastic packaging cannot be recycled
in a complete loop, "returning" as plastic
packaging again. Rather, technology only
allows the plastic to be used for "lower-grade"
products, such as fake plastic lumber, speed
bumps, fiber insulation, and scouring sponges.
But people with a stake in plastic packaging
maintain that recycling plastic is a realistic
solution to the solid waste problem.
McDonald's has announced that it will devise a
system in their restaurants where diners will
toss polystyrene foam items in one barrel and
paper items in another. It is McDonald's way of
hopping on the recycling bandwagon, but some
say McDonald's efforts are misdirected.
"Recycling polystyrene is ridiculous," said
Russ Bluestein, solid waste director of the National Toxics Campaign in Boston. 'This is
more of a public relations response than
anything else."
They would be better off not using the
polystyrene to begin with, Bluestein said. The
polystyrene used in a fast food establishments
could be easily replaced by paper, which
wrapped McFood in the past. Sixty percent of
McDonald's packaging leaves the restaurant via
takeout and won't be affected by the effort
CONTINUED on next FHlge

CB W(Tonee Harbert

The biodegradable hoax
"Biodegradable" plastic is the latest
packaging craze. Plastic companies are
producing biodegradable garbage bags
and supermarkets are handing out biodegradable shopping bags.
The bags, which contain corn starch,
are supposed to break down naturally
from exposure to light or microbes. But
unless you are planning in advance to
throw you bags out your car window or
spread them in you backyard, that exposure will never happen. Modern landfills
are so tightly sealed that even organic
stuff takes hundreds of years to degrade.
"Degradable plastics are a total hoax,"
said Lisa Collaton, outreach coordinator
at the Environmental Action Foundation
in Washington, D.C. Collaton points out
that producing plastic bags still requires
oil, a precious resource. "We shouldn't
continue to squander non-renewable
resources," Collaton said.
Portland's Shaw's and Shop 'n Saves
are handing out degradable plastic bags.
Shaw's Is using degradable bags for produce, too. Degradable or not, when a law
becomes effective on Jan. 1, 1990, shoppers' groceries will be packed in paper
bags unless plastic bags are specifically
requested. But producing and shipping
paper bags has a negative impact on the
environment, too.
Some Portlanders have a sourcereduction solution in the bag, according
to Suzanne Wieder, a spokesperson for
Shop 'n Save. Wieder said that "on a
regular basis" shoppers bring their own
bags - sometimes paper bags they are
reusing, sometimes LL Bean canvas bags
or woven baskets. That is the custom in
Europe and was the custom in the U.S.
only 60 years ago. If the custom made a
comeback, all the plastic and paper bags
in supermarkets would be unneeded and
ground would be gained In the solid
waste battle.
It makes good environmental sense. "If
everybody did it, that would be fine and
wonderful," said Wieder. "It would be a
win-win situation and I suspect it would
drive down the cost of food overall," she
added.
Andy Newman
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Come and experience the magiC
of shopping at Amaryllis!

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

Open daily 10-9
Sunday 12-6
Park & Shop
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PREl\flUM
COrrON FUTONS

20%-26% OFF

DISCONTINUED
Our premium futons are extra thick, all hand constructed
and hand fmi shed of 100% nalllral materials. Ten year
workmanship warrantee. Limited quantities !

Originally

Now

75" ...... J.2'9........$ 95
Full......... 54" X 75" ...... ~ .......$115
Queen .....60" X 80" ...... J-.69. •...•..$135
Twin .......39"
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FurON
FURNISHINGS
A Maine OWned Company
621 Fores! Avenue near Woodfords Comer, Portland, Maine
Satisfaction Guaranleed

Exit 6B off Route 295

871-0578
Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 10-8
Tues, Wed, Fri 10-7
Sat. 9-5, Sun 12-5

Visa, MasterCard, American
Express, Discover and
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BAD WRAP

CONTINUED from previous page

anyway, Bluestein said. The restaurant would
do better to use a more environmentally-sound
packaging for food rather than pat themselves
on the back for a half-baked recycling effort.
Like other critics of plastic packaging,
Bluestein thinks the petroleum required to
produce a polystyrene burger box makes it bad
packaging. "Using a non-renewable resource
for a product with a two- to three-minute life
makes no sense to me," Bluestein said.

All mixed up

Undoubtedly
Portland's Imest pizza
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FromMenulirllnO'S Specialties Only
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THE SPIRIT
OF COMMUNITY
Join your nei9hbors and
The Solvation Army.
We're workin9 together to make
our town on even nicer place
to call HOME!

Tired of bringing home the bacon,
frying it up in a pan, and never
letting him forget he's a man?
Come to The Good Table
and let us do the work!

Whether it's i.l good idea or not, at least
polystyrene foam can be recycled. Much of the
packaging that goes into the waste stream can
not be recycled because it includes materials
that have been bonded together. One unrecyclable element pollutes the whole package.
An adjustable wrench at the department
store is wrapped in rigid plastic wrap that is
fused with a thick cardboard backing. The
package is not recyclable because the plastic
and cardboard are laminated together and can't
be separated into the component materials. The
package hangs on a rack by a hole punched
near the top of the package.
But there also is a hole in the handle of the
wrench. By that hole it will hang in someone's
workshop and might have hung in the department store. The wrench certainly is durable
enough that it doesn't need the packaging. Nuts
and bolts frequently will be packaged the same
way, with five or six of them sandwiched
between plastic and cardboard.
Why not display the nuts and bolts in a
wooden boxes, as was once and somctimes is
still the case? Wrenches are packaged for the
same reason that disposable pens are. Although
some hardware stores may display wrenches in
the buff, many hardware stores and most department stores don't. The wrench manufacturer is put in the same position as the pen
manufacturer: elaborately package your product or you won't sell them to major retailers.
And the consumer is put in the position .of
having to foot the bill for the packaging. The
cost of producing the wrench packaging will be
reflected in the cost of the wrench; the cost of
disposing of that material comes out of taxpayers' pockets.
While packaging for wrenches and the bolts
they loosen can be eliminated, some packaging
is necessary. The difference betwcen packaging
and overpackaging can be discerned by giving
a product an overpackaging test: count how
many layers of separate materials surround the
product and common sense reveals if the the
packaging has more layers than are necessary.
Overpackaging offenders use too many layers.
Multi-layer juice packs, the kind with a
plastic straw attached to them, have been tar- _
geted by environmental groups because they
aren't recyclable. Composed of layers of plastic,
paper, and aluminum that have been fused
together, the component parts of the "aseptic"
packages cannot be separated.
Aseptic juice boxes will be banned in Maine
as of Sept. 1, 1990. Moms and dads who pack
kids' lunches want to repeal that restriction of
the law because they find the boxes so handy.
But Sharon Treat of the Natural Resources
Council of Maine said that the container'S
convenience doesn't justify it. Treat favors the
old juice-poured-from-a-recyclable-containerinto-a-reusable-thermos-or-container method .
Another law that becomes effective on
January 1, 1990, prohibits stores from giving
shoppers plastic bags unless the shopper
specifically requests a plastic bag. The object is

"Recycled" and "recyclable" symbols
are sprouting on packages, greeting cards
and many other products as manufacturers attempt to cash in on "environmentally chic" marketing.
The terms mean different things, and
the symbols that accompany them are
different.
A box that carries the word "recycled"
was once paper in another form and,
thanks to people separating their garbage
and bringing it to a recycler, has reappeared. It is paper which was kept out of

for less plastic, which is difficult to recycle, to
leave the store. But what will leave the store
instead is comparably more paper. Paper bags
are recyclable but it would be better to not have
to created the need to recycle. Producing that
paper takes a toll on the forests, on rivers that
get polluted by paper mills, and and in the
truck exhaust transporting it.
Those laws are part of a new comprehensive
solid waste management law, which proposes
to tackle the problem of overcrowded landfills
and ash-spewing incinerators in Maine. The law
sets reducing waste at the highest priority, and
promotes re-use and recycling. To increase
recycling, the la w broadened the bottle bill to
include wine and liquor bottles. It also banned
aseptic packaging because it is not recyclable.
Non-recyclable packaging like aseptic juice
packs were an easy target. But pointing a finger
singly at them will not solve the solid waste
crisis because making everything recyclable is
not the answer for the current solid-waste crisis.
For one thing, Portland and many other communities aren't geared up to recycle, and much
of the recyclable material ends up in incinerators or landfills anyway.
The problem is more one of quantity than of
quality. Reducing the quantity of garbage is
"source reduction." The law said that source
reduction would be the highest priority, but the
actions taken so far have given recycling the
spotlight.
"Source reduction is the place to start and is
clearly the area that needs the most work," said
Treat, adding that the MNRC pushed for a
packaging tax in the solid waste law but the tax
didn't fly. A tax on goods with excessive
packaging "would emphasize to consumers
that they are spending more money to pay for
packaging" and begin to educate them about
the ills of packaging, Treat said.
Waste management and recycling are
needed only when waste is generated. While
the governor's pet recycling bill may miss the
source-reduction target, individuals are still
empowered to do their part. By rejecting
overpackaging, everyone can help solve the
waste problem while going about their daily
affairs. The decision is the consumer's, and the
decision is made while shopping.

'Tis the season
Individuals mirror negligent companies
whenever they frivolously waste rna terials.
That wastefulness is never so pronounced as it
is during the holiday season .
Toby pushed his new garbage truck around
the living room, making engine noises with his
tongue stuck out. In the kitchen, my mother
knifed through the thick plastic wrap on a
turkey. Once the turkey was unwrapped and
resting in the sink, she grabbed a huge aluminum pan wrapped in plastic. Poking her
fingernail through the plastic and ripping it
away, she said, "Only 59 cents for this throwaway pan. And I won't have to bother washing
a pan later."
It is easy to not think abou t all the garbage
we create. It is whisked away from our curbs
once a week. It's also easy to blame the overpackaging on the manufacturer, to claim that
the mountain of trash is attributable to modernday marketing and consumer convenience.
But people are starting to recognize when a
product is overpackaged. And they are starting
to refuse to buy it. They realize that every time
they purchase a product they are having either
a positive or negative impact on the air we
breathe, on the water we drink, and on the
future of the planet.

Andy Newman is going to wrap all his holiday gift s in
leftover copies of this issue of Casco Bay Weekly.

the waste stream. Producing the recycled
paper for the box required much less
energy than producing paper from
scratch and no trees had to be cut down.
"Recyclable" has a different meaning.
All this designation means is t/:lat, technically, this is capable of being remanufactured into another product. It does not
mean that the manufacturer has taken
any effort to do so. And in Greater Portland, where most of the waste stream
goes into an incinerator, the odds of it
being recycled are pretty slim .

Holiday Catering at its best!
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Packaging sense and packaging nonsense:
CBW/Tonee Harbert
reusable cartons for eggs, elaborate plastic eggs for pantyhose.

Packaging
booby prizes
A group in Seattle, Washington, has released a report entitled "Packaging awards
and booby prIzes from an environmental point of view." Here are some products
they liked and didn't like:

The booby prizes:

The awards:

THE YUPPIFICATlON BOOBY PRIZE

SIMPL Y EDIBLE AWARD

The Quaker Oats folks have tossed
their old all-cardboard cylinder for one
that has a combination of plastic and
cardboard. "This is progress in the
wrong direction," the report said.

This went to the cone at ice cream
shops. An edible package, the cone
keeps a paper cup and a plastic spoon
out of the garbage.

THE ABSOLUTELY NO NEED FOR A
BOX BOOBY PRIZE

Lysol is not only packaged in plastic
but is then put in a box.
THE GIVING KIDS THE WRONG
MESSAGE BOOBY PRIZE

SO ORDINARY YOU MAY HAVE
MISSED ITS MINIMAL ELEGANCE
AWARD

G.E . light bulbs are packaged in a
single sheet of lightweight corrugated
cardboard that folds flat when the bulbs
are removed.

Betty Crocker'S new kids drink,
Squeezit, snagged this one. "This product is all packaging - environmentally
irresponsible, fun-fun-fun packaging
marketed to children," the report said.

AMIDST THE PLASTlC,
THIS ONE GLASS CONTAINER
TRULY SHINES AWARD

THE CADILLAC WITH FINS
BOOBY PRIZE

IF IT AIN'T BROKE,
DON'T FIX IT AWARD

L'Eggs pantyhose are packed in a
rigid plastic egg. Too fancy for the
product, the judges said.

Arm and Hammer Baking Soda,
besides being a non-toxic cleaner, comes
in a simple cardboard box.

WHEN THE PRODUCT'S GONE,
THE PACKAGING REMAINS
BOOBY PRIZE

AMERICAN VERSION OF "HOW TO
WRAP FIVE EGGS AWARD"

This prize was shared my tooth paste
pump makers Aim, Aqua Fresh, Checkup, Close Up and Crest. The pump is
"simply too elaborate a container in
volume and weight for its contents," the
report said.
THE MELT DOWN BOOBY PRIZE

Stouffers, Le Menu, Healthy Choice,
and Swanson stick disposable microwave dishes in their dinners. But people
with microwaves have microwaveable
dishes at home and don't need more
plastic to throwaway.

Listerine still comes in a recyclable
glass bottle.

Old-fashioned paper egg containers
that haven't switched over to polystyrene fo?'TI i';ot this one.
THE REFILL A CONTAINER
AT HOME AWARD

Bulk packages of 5 lb. and 10 lb. of
sugar are packaged simply and can be
transferred to cannisters at home. Any
bulk package uses less packaging than
many smaller ones costs less by volume.
Source: • Packaging awards and bootTy prizes
from an environmental point of view." The
Wa shington Citizens for Recycling, Seattle, WA.

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

Holiday Specialties
for you and yours!
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011
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SIX CONTEMPORARY
SPANISH PAINTERS
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by Leslie Morison

Antoni Marin
Teresa Picazo
David Sanmiguel
Jordi Martorell
Lidia Porcar
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Laurence Gartel's
"Nuvo Japonica 1/

The art of
technology

DECEMBER 8 - JANUARY 7, 1990

Opening Reception Friday,
December 8, 5-8 pm

Tree
of Life
An ancient symbol
of productiveness,
wisdom and life,
this abacus
original is available
in 14k, 18k gold
and sterling silver.
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Enjoy an old . . fashioned Christmas
in the Old Port
Sunday, December 3 & 10
from 11 am - 6pm

t
d. cole jewelers

40 Exchange Street
Portland
774-6001

10 Exchange street
Portland
772- 5119

Bring the entire family
and share in the
festivities of the season.
Join us for cookies,
cider and merriment.
Hours: Monday - Saturday 10-8 • Sunday 11-6
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Laurence Cartel is a "new age" artist. He is
sexy and brassy and so is his work. Computersare
his medium and, at first glance, his work is a far
cry from the traditional Impressionist work usually shown atTheJoan Whitney PaysonCalleryof
Art.
"My works communicate," says Cartel, a bit
defenSively, "anything that communicates is art.
Computer art has the same elements that art has
been judged on for centuries but the form and
tools arc differen t."
Traditionallyeducated, I was certain an exhibi t
on computer art was something I would notenjoy
or even be persuaded to call "art." I was pleasantly surprised. Cartel uses the compu ter as a
paint brush or a piece of charcoal to create something exciting and wholly contemporary.
Computers arc becoming more commonplace
in society, and it is evident that Cartel considers
them to be the "art of the future." He believes the
old arts, i.e. painting and woodcutting, to bedead
bu t understands that the origins of all visual art
are, for the most part, still the same. The methodology has not changed; the idea of illusion and the
usc of light to create space, form, content and
composition.
Trained as a still photographer, 33-year-old
Cartel holds a BFA and an MFA from New York
City' 5 School of Visual Arts, and has taught
computer graphics at the School since 1983. His
work is hard to understand in black and white,
but the exhibition, "Nu vo Japonica," continues at
Westbrook COllege through December 17. It is a
collection of 27 Cibachrome prints and must be
seen to be believed.
In this series, Cartel uses his medium and
imagery to bring forth the war of technology
goingon between the United StatesandJapan.He
tries to create a social and cultural harmony between the two nations believing that the expansion of technology currently dividing the two
nations should ultimately unite them.
"Technology can be used adversely to further
enslave people and to make Planet Earth look like
a hell this galaxy has never seen," claims Gartel.
"The sharing of knowledge should be the first
priority."

Process of manipulation

Word Out
Eve eel

•

I

I~E

His imagery is engaging and his colors are
intense, but it is Cartel's process that I -find most
fascinating. Cartel uses a digitizing camera to
scan an existing image, perhaps a photograph he
has taken, or the work of anold master. The image
is then captured on the computer screen. From
there the artist can manipulate it in almost any
manner, closing in on parts of the whole, moving
around and turning the image, or coloring selected areas. Often times he adds Japanese calligraphy into the work, making for layers of hidden
imagery.
Cartel says he never has a preconceived idea
and his art is created as he works along, picking
out icons and images. When he is done manipulating the image, the artist takes a 35mm photograph of the screen and translates it into a large,
energetic Cibachrome print.
His works are visually exciting, and the artist
believes his outrageous use of color to be his
trademark. Viewing the works closely is like sitting too close to the TV, the images are fuzzy and
the individual points of color (pixels) are easy to
see. They are almost blinding.
Ga rtel calls himself an" American" artist showing Japanese art in a new way. Perhaps the most

Indonesian Art
& Jewelry
Open every day
372 Fore Street· Old Port. Portland. 773-6884
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Homemade Soup
Assorted PWC Meats & Condiments
Fresh Breads • Salad bar • Pasta Salad
Coffee • Tea • Cold Drinks • Dessert'

1

I

$7.00 per person
6cxua

OJoin US! 207-772-4647
Dec. 1 - 16th: Tues. - Fri. 6-8 pm, Sat. 6 -8 pm, store also open

MAGIC OF
TOSlllYtOKI SIIlM.O\DA , MUSIC DIRECIDR A."ID rONDl'("IDR

Garters "East Meets West" Is one of the pieces at the Payson Gallery of Art.
blatantstatementofGartel's vision can be seen in
the work "East Meets West" (1989), in which an
American man and aJapanese woman are head to
head, shoulder to shoulder, confronting one
another. Throughou t the exhibition, theartistoften
uses the same image, but manipulates the composition in terms of color and line. In "East Meets
West II," it becomes clear that the image of the
American is actually that of a Ken doll.
His works are not only concerned with a serious political message, but are also colorful, humorousand lively. "Night Life" and "Codzilla Set
DeSign," both from 1989, are also the same image.
The images are of a Japanese couple, but arc very
differeITt. The former appears like a black ilnd
white negative with the images of the cartoon
characters Cumbieand Pokey reversed out, while
the latter is full of color.
"Sumo" (1982-89) bega n as a photogra ph ta ken
by the artist in 1982 at a wrestling match at Madison Square Carden, and it is one of the more intriguingpieces in the show. The image isdarkand
mysterious.
"Big Hand from the West," is lyrical and bright.
A large blue hand, actually the hand of Mr. Pota to
Head, is splashed across the whole, symbolizing
Cartel's hoped for collaboration with Japanese
society. Underneath are many visually unclear,
almost subliminal, all-American images such as
the Statue of Liberty and even the letters USA
twisted up the right side. Created for this exhibitionspecifically, this piece captures the essence of
what Cartel is trying to convey-coopcration and
community.

Cartel better conveys his east-west ideas
through funkier pieces such as "Big Hand from
the West," but the works like "Sumo" and "Mask
of a Sumo Wrestler" (1982-89) are much more
engaging. The former, and other pieces like it, I
would equate with Pop Art, while the latter are
simply aesthetically pleaSing.

Organ concert beiJre each perRlrmance

Portland City Hall Auditoriwn
DEC. 8. 8:00PM
DEC. 9, 2:30, 8:00 PM
DEC. lO, 2:30. 8:00 PM
DEC. 14 , 8:00PM
DEC. 15. 8:00PM
DEC. 16 , 2:30, 8:00PM
DEC. 17, 2:~O, 8:00PM
TICKE'TS522 , 520, $1;, $9

CALL 773-8191

Pioneer art
There is a fine line between what is considered
art and what is not. It can be a matter of taste, a
question of originality, or of process. I have not
yet decided where I think computers stand in the
world of fine art. It is true thatother media such as
photography, which is considered today to be a
viable art form, have had trouble gaining acceptance in thepast.Judith Sobol has been looking for
a exhibition of compu ter art for a long time. She
chose the work of Cartel because she felt it was
more art than technology. She is interested in
showing that computers can be used to create
something beyond business.
Cartel's art is utterly 20th century, and although even Sobol seems to question whether his
work as art, she remarks that in their day the
Impressionists were also mocked by their audience. Cartel's works are nonetheless exciting and
intriguing and should certainly be learned from.
The artist is correct in assuming that computers
arc here to stay. If manipulated well, the imagery
can and will exist as works of art.
Leslie Morison still jumps whenever someone tells her
there is a mouse on her desk.

glass jewelry
necklaces / bracelets / eamngs /
pins / bolo ties / fun stuff.

-

open every sunday I-Spm

20 MILK STREET / 2C7 772-9071i1!
PORTLAND MAINE 04101

the Portland Perfonning Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Dario Fo's political
farce about police corruption
centers around an imposter
posing as a high court judge
in
a corrupt Italian police
• Three women writers
Portland Stage Comstation.
represented in the anthology
pany's
production
continues
of Maine women writers "The
through Dec. 17 with perEloquent Edge" read their
formances
Tuesday-Thursday
poetry and prose at 7:30 p.m.
7:30
p.m.,
Friday at 8 p.m.,
at
at Books Etc., 38 Exchange St.,
Saturday
at
5
and 9 p.m. and
Portland. The three writers
Sunday at 2 p.m. For ticket
include short-story writer
information,
Diane Benedict, who teaches
call 774at USM and is .~.-;;:2~';';

be served at no charge, The
bazaar is 5-9 p.m. at the State
Street Church, 159 State St.,
Portland. Admission is $7 in
advance, $9 at the door. There
will be a raffle for trip for two
to Ecuador and the Galapagos
Island in 1991 (300 tickets are
being sold at $100 a piece).
For more information, call
781-2330.
• Southworth Planetarium's annual Christmas astronomy show, "The Christmas Star," features special
all-sky effects and identifica0465. tion of winter constellations. It
is being shown through
December af the planetarium,
96 Falmouth St., Portland.
'The Christmas Star" is
shown Friday-Sunday at 7
p.m. Admission is $3 for
adults, $2 for children. Children under 5 are not admitted. (Laser light show continue through December at
8:30 p.m.). For more information, call 780-4249.
• Duke Robillard kicks off
a weekend of fine blues guitar
music at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. Duke founded
Roomful of Blues before
leaving to form the more
blues/rock oriented band The
Pleasure Kings. Duke's lyrical
electrical guitar can be heard
tonight at 9 p.m. Tomorrow
John Hammond plays a mean
steel guitar to benefit for the
Southern Maine Blues Society.

an opportunity to purchase
art work without paying the
pverhead of a gallery. For
more information, call 8467777.

• Mainewatch Institute and
the Bowdoin College Environmental Studies program are
holding a day-long conference
on developing a sustainable
future for Maine. Five concurrent workshops will be offered: air and water quahty
and natural diversity; fisheries, forestry, agriculture and
tourism; energy, transportation, housing and waste;
employment, sharing prosperity, worker safety, and research and development; and
education, substance abuse,
health, family planning and
civic involvement. Mainewatch Institute, a non-profit
research and educational
organization founded to study
related environmental, economic and social issues
affecting Maine's future, will
issue a report after the conference titled, "Maine's Progress
Toward a Sustainable Future,
1989." The conference is open
to the public and is $18 per
person. For more information,
call 725-3629.
• St. George Chamber
piayers perform a benefit for
the renovation of the State
Street Church. The chamber
players include two bassoonists, Ardith Freeman and Otto
Eifert, and pianist David
Maxwell. Showtime is 8 p.m.
at
on it. the State Street Church, 159
The Portland Museum State St., Portland. Admission
of Art holds its is $10, $6 for seniors and
silent auction Dec. 9. students. For more information, call 839-5922.
• The Paul Winter Consort
previews a new work "The
Tree," which will receive its
world premiere at St. John the
Divine in New York. The
new-age group plays a combi• The annual art show of
nation of jazz, folk, ethnic and
the Union of Maine Visual
classical
music. Show time is 8
Artists is underway from 10
Peters and Paul
p.m.
at
Saint
a.m.-6 p.m. at One City Cenin
Lewiston.
Tickets
are $12/
ter, Portland. This year's show
• International crafts and
$10.
For
more
information,
is expected to be over twice
food will be featured at a
call 782-7228.
international bazaar to benefit the size as last year's, with
the Maine Audubon Society's over 100 Maine artists exhibiting their paintings, prints,
natural history programs.
There will be colorful baskets photographs and sculptures.
Among the artists at the show
and jewelry from Africa,
are Robert Shetterly, Abby
woven Egyptian rugs and
Shahn, Sherry Miller, Marjorie
South American carvings for
Moore and David Brooks. An
sale. Music at the bazaar will
• The Choral Arts Society
be performed by Steel indus- inflatable sculpture by George will be joined by the Portland
Brass Quintet and handbell
York will grace the inside of
try, North Yarmouth AcadOne City Center. The UMV A ringers for a concert of Christemy Steel Band and Maine
Balalaikas. Wine and food will sale offers potential art buyers mas music at 2:30 and 7 p.m .

Put a muzzle

currently
working on a novel about
Vietnam; Deborah Ward
DeNicola, whose collection of
poems "Rainmakers" was
published in 1984 by Coyote
Love Press of Portland; and
Betsy Sholl, who has found
material for her poems in
Portland soup kitchens. The
reading is sponsored by the
Maine Writers and Publishers
fUJlla~"e and is free and open
the public. For more inforon, call 729-6333.
• "Accidental Death of An
Anarchist" opens tonight at

sor Fred W. Friendly. The
diverse group participating in
the debate include Cumberland County District Attorney
Paul Aranson, the Honorable
Gene Carter of the United
States District Court, Portland
Police Chief Michael Chitwood, Mayor Esther Clenott,
Sherry Huber of the Maine
Waste Management Agency,
Westbrook High School
Librarian Deborah Locke,
• Blues guitarist Robben
Scarborough Downs owner
Ford has played with George Joe Ricci, Jim Sanders of
Harrison and Barry Manilow, WGME-TV news, Rabbi
Miles Davis and Kiss. Charlie Harry Sky, Executive Editor
Musselwhite discovered Ford of the Portland Newspapers
and his older brother Pat in
Louis Ureneck, the Honorable
San Francisco and
Daniel Wathen of the Maine
Musselwhite featured RobSupreme Judicial Court, and
ben's guitar playing in his
Jasper Wyman of the Maine
band. After an excursion into Christian Civic League. There
jazz fusion with Yellowjackis no admission, but free
ets, Ford is back playing the
tickets must be reserved by
He's
in
town
for
a
show
blues.
Dec. 4. To reserve tickets, call
• Portland Music Scene
Open House: Soloists, bands, tonight at Raoul's, 865 Forest the library's development
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $6. office at 871-1700, ext. 758.
sound people, listeners,
more information, call
For
dancers, recording studio reps
773-6886.
and groupies are invited to an
open house to support the
local music scene. Bring
business cards, demo tapes,
etc. The open house begins at
7 p.m. at ZO~1 Forest
• The Oratorio Chorale
Ave., PortIa . of~ifiiL'!-3~.~"·Privacy, News and the
two concerts of
presents
formation, call 773-811~Z.
First Amendment"- >will be
medievat and renaissance
• Ginn~ow and A
:JO..~~
music, inchading seldomSibley ~
iscuss the First Parish Churd'fr~
heard
works by Josquin des
issue of prejudice, and a
Congres$ St., Portland. The
Pres,
Palestrina,
Guerrero and
multi-cultural perspective on discussion, sponsored by the
Purcell. The Orotorio Chorale
educational in a model they
Portland Public Library and
will be joined by the Calderdeveloped for the Peaks
the Guy Gannet papers, will
wood
Consort, who perform
Island School called "The
be moderated by former
on recorders,
early
music
Diversity Project." Their
president of CBS News and
crumhorns,
psalteries, sackpresentation is at 6:30 p.m. at Columbia journalism profesbuts and other medieval
n"'\llsic. The concerts are
lOnfght at 8 p,m. at the Sacred
Heart Church in Yarmouth
and tomorrow at 2 p.m. at St.
John's Church in Brunswick.
Tickets are $8 for adults, $4
for people under 21, available
at Macbean's Music in Brunswick, Howard's Leather in
Yarmouth and Amadeus
Music in Portland.
• The Portland Museum of
Art's annual silent auction
takes place at the museum
tonight beginning with a
champagne preview at 6 p.m.
The museum galleries will be
overflowing with toys, jewelry, antiques, food and
services to be auctioned at 7
p.m. Patron tickets include the
reception and are $30; contributor tickets are $15. For
more information, call 7756148.

and baritone Eckstine have
played together since the
early' 4Os, when the duo
headed up a band that included Charlie Parker, Miles
Davis, Art Blakey, Fats'
Navarro, Dexter Gordon and
Sarah Vaughn. The Count
Basie Orchestra was founded
back in 1935 and Basie
worked in close association
with his musicians until his
death in 1984 and more than
half the musicians in the band
performed with Basie. Tickets
are $20, $16, $12 and $8. For
more information, call the
Portland Concert Association
at 772-8630.

_
uAccldental Death of an Anarchist" opens Nov. 30.
at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, 307
Congress St., Portland. The
program opens with a set of
traditional carols played on
handbelIs, followed by four
renaissance dances performed
• School prayer, gun conby the Portland Brass Quintet. trol, and the right to assemble
The Choral Arts Society opens are the topiCS under fire in a
their part of the program with film about a series of events,
a piece based on a 1592 comwhich embroiled a small town
pilation of Latin secular and
in First and Second Amendreligious texts with music
ment controversies. The film
arranged by CAS director
features Griffin Bell, former
Robert Russell. Also on the
Secretary of Education Shirley
program are Verdi's "Pater
Hufstedler, and civil liberties
Noster," J.S. Bach Great Fugue counsel Jeanne Baker. It is
in G Minor, "Hodie" by Ralph being shown as part of the
Vaughn Williams and Christ- Emmy Award-winning series
mas carols. Tickets may be
created by journalist Fred
purchased at Gallery Music in Friendly "The Constitution:
Portland, at the door or by
That Delicate Bali'mrc."
(Friendly will be in town for a
calling 781-3567.
debate on the First Amendment. See Friday.) Tonight's
program is at 7 p.m. at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The
series is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 799-1720.
.The fate of Maine's forest
• Jazz legends Dizzy
land is the topic of discussion
Gillespie, Billy Eckstine and
at 7:30 p.m. in Beam Classthe Count Basie Orchestra join
room, Visual Arts Center,
forces for a bebop show at
Bowdoin College, Brun7:30 p.m. in Portland City Hall
swick.Two members of Earth
Auditorium. This is the first
First, Jeff Elliott and Jamie
time the trumpeter Gillespie
Sayen, speak.

the USM Portland Campus
Center Room R. A donation of
$2 is suggested to assist the
speakers in the further development of the project. For
more information, call 7733170 .

THEMOVIES
NOV. 29· DEC. 2

accident41 death
of an anarchist

BEIJYE DAVIS:
A RETROSPECTIVE
The Private Uves
Juarez
01 Elizabelh and Essex fri 9. Sal 3:15. 7:15
Wed 7:15
What Eve, Happened
The Letta'. Wed 9
to Bally Jane?
The Little foxes
Thurs 5:1 5, frl7:15,
Wed 5. Thurs. 7
saI5:30. 9:30
Now, Voyager
Thurs 9:1 5, frl5, sat 1

WHERE:
WHEN:
COST:

La Trattoria
(formerly Rosa's)

Take Out

772-0360
10

St. PortIMd

by dat"i¢ f o
adapted Qy r£ehard nelson

Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Old port
Gift 6uid

an ;"ti-m~lr",

makes ,"'iiii,'ivg'
C·· . case
Ontyat:

Serving the finest quality
take-out food available.
Featuring homemade pasta &
sauces, specialty pizzas,
sandwiches and much more!

ht\M~u

UNCLE
BIUX'S
SOOTHSIDE BAR-B-Q.llE
6--> TAD-OUT

Nut to u...GriffinClub-Sou\hoUk

of theMlllJon.DaU&rBr\Ife oneSt..

166 Cumberland Ave • Portland

767-7119

Mon.·Thurs. 11·10 pm
Fri. & Sat. 11·Midnight. Closed Sunday

Call 774-7414

1=,.5&\.11:30-10:50 Sun4:3O-IO:30

Beer and. Wine

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500
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He's Back!
Steve
Forbert
Compiled by Ann Sitomer

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Tickets $9

Sea of Love IS a puddle ot a thnller, but
is filled with great characters nonetheless. Pacino plays a drunken cop investigating the murder of men who
have all placed personal ads in the
paper. He falls for the prime suspect,
played by Ellen Barkin. Pacino's performance is great; his character has
the depth it takes to sustain the plot.
Barkin's performance, on the other
hand, is vacant rather than mysterious.
But once you know whodunit, the movie
becomes a fascinating study 01 what
makes a relationship between two
people click.

Listings must be received in writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication.
Ann Silomer, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Streel, Porlland 04102

't Miss This One!

SILVER
SCREEN

All Dogs Go To Heaven Animated
featured by Don Bluth ("An American
Tail ") is about a German shepherd with
a criminal past. who goes to doggie
heaven and returns to Earth to help an
orphaned girl. Burt Reynolds dubs the
doggie's voice. Dom Deluise and
Charles Nelson Reilly also have voice
parts.
Back To The Fulure II Michael J
Fox stars in this sequel. In the first part,
he traveled back in time and met his
parents as teenagers. In this one, he
travels ahead in time to play around in
the world to come.
The Bear An orphaned bear cub and a
wounded male bear struggle to survive
in the wilds of British Columbia. The
bears' ordeal increases when a couple
of hunters cross their paths. The hunters must use some cuss words, because the movie is rated PG. Directed
by Jean-.Jacques Annaud ("Ouest for
Fire').
Christmas Vacation Chevy Chase
returns as Clark Griswold, trying to cre• ate the perfect holiday for his family
The movie also stars Randy Quaid and
Beverly D'Angelo.

Desert Hearts A divorced university
professor expresses herdiscontentwith
men by falling in love with an openly
gay women. The movie takes place on
a "divorce ranch" in Reno in 1959. The
movie might not be so bad, if the university professor wasn't such an annoying character.
Dislant Voices Still Lives Terrence
Davies directs this highly stylized movie
set in wartime England, painting a
portrait of a close·knit Liverpool family.
"Distant Voices Still Lives" won the
international Critic's Award at Cannes.

What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine MaU Road, S Portland

774-1022
Harlem Nlghb CR)
12,1:30,2:25,4,4:45,7,7:20.9.40,10
(through Nov 30)
12,2:25,4:45,1:20. 10 (from Dec 1)

Chrlstma. Vacation IPC-13)

12:45,3,5:10,7:20.9:30 (opens Dec 1)
Stepfather II (A)

1:30.3:20,5:10. 7.05,9 (opens Dec 1)

Th. Llttl. Mermaid 10.)
1,3:15,5:15,7:15,9:10

D.dIPG)

1:30.4,7,9:30
aack To The Futu,.. II

12:15,2:45,5:10,7:30,10

Nickelodeon
TerTllle and Middle. Portland

7n·9751
First snow Sat·Sun only
Crimes and Misdemeanors (PG-131

1:15,4:30,7:15.9,40
Steel Magnolias (PC)

1,4,7,9.30
All Dogs Go To Heaven (C)
1:35, 4'20, 6, 7:50 (through Nov 30)
1:35. 4:20. 6.35 (from Dec 1)
Prancer (0)
1:20,3:45,6:30,83) (through Nov 30)

':20,4:05. 6:30. 8:30 ~rom Dec 1)
The Bear (PG)
1.30,4:15.7:05,9
Look Who'. Talking (PG.13)

1'10,4'10,7:10,9;25
The Music Teacher (PCI
9:30 (through Nov 30)
Distant Volc.s $tlll LIv •• (PC)

Harlem Nighls Eddy Murphy doesn't
quite pull itoff as the renaissance movie
man (he wrote, directed and stars in
this one). Richard Pryor co-stars in this
awkward period comedy about two
nightclub owners in Harlem in 1938,
who get mixed up with gangsters. The
plot involves a sting on a white mobster
who wants to muscle in on the speakeasy owned by Murphy and his friends.
Also starring Redd Foxx and Della
Reese.
Kagamusha Japanese director Akira
Kurosawa's movie is a visual epic set in
16th-century Japan. The movie has
been described as the samurai version
of an American western and won the
Grand Prize at Cannes in 19eo.
The LeUer Willie Wyler directs Bette
Davis in this story about a ruthless
plantation owner's wife who shoots her
lover and concocts elaborate lies to
protect herself. This 1940 film is based
on a play by Somerset Maugham.
The LiUle FoxesAnotherWlllie Wyler!
Bette Davis collaboration based on the
play by Lillian Hellman. Davis plays the
Southern matriarch Regina, who Will
not be stopped in the pursuit of what
she desires.

8;30 (opons Dec 1)

The Movies
......:,:-::=-: _. __ _

'.~c..:..-",

~ov.

29 Raoul's Dance Party
Dec. 1 & 2 Dry Dock . Ponland

Dec. 6 Raoul's Dance Party
Dec. 7
SMVTI- Privale
Dec. 8 & 9 J.R. Aanigans . Saco
Dec. 13 Raoul's Dance Party
Dec, 15 Sonesta Portland

10 Exchange, Ponland
772·9600
Bette Davl. Retrospec::Uve
through Dec 2

(afL) Pcrtl;ndOllITri\~le

D(C. 16

Th. lett.,.
Wed al7"5

(eve) Sheraton· Pcrtland
Dec. 20
Raoul's Dance Party
Dec. 22
ArchteUic . Privale
Dec. 23
Holy Ghost·Poniand
D(C. 27
Raoul's Dance Parly
Dec. 29 &30 The Club· PQrtsmooth. ~H
Dec, 31
Abenaki CC. Private

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the Red Light Revue Ladies Admitted Free'

Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & sununcr.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

Commun
Cable

The lIttl. Fox ••
Wed at9

::rat X~-rh~ga~r7

Crimes and Misdemeanors Martin
Landau plays a prominentophthalmologist who arranges the murder of his
mistress (Angelica Huston), because
he can't face admitting his indiscretions to his wife Woody Allen plays a
documentary film maker, who wants to
cheat on his wife and he doesn't care if
his wife finds out. Allen takes infidelity
and uses it as a sounding board for a
variety of points of views about ethics
and, of course, plenty of aptone-liners.
It's refreshing to see a movie by a
director who clearly knows what he's
doing.

Juarez
Thu aI9.1S; Fn a15;
Salal1
What Ever Happened to
Baby Jan.?
Fri al9, Sat at 3'15, 7:15
Th. Whal.s 01 Augu.t

Thvat 5:15; Fn at 7:15;
Sa! at 5:30, 9:30
Des.rt Heart. (AI
Dec 3·5
Sun mat at 1. 3
Sun·Tue al 7, 9
Scandal (R)
Dec 6-10
Wed· Sat al 7, 9
Sat·Sun mat at 1

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
Ihtou~h

Thursday; call ahead
for Fnday's changes
Shocker IR)
7. 9, weekend mat 1. 3
When Harry Met Sally (R)
7:15,9.15, weekend mats all :15.3;'5
Look Who's Talking IPC.13)
All times

7, 9. weekend mats all, 3
All Dog. Go To H.av.n (G)
7:15,9'15, weekend mats all:15, 3:15

Sea of Love (A)

7:15.9;15, weekend mats all :15.3:15

Call In Portland:

Porlland Museum 01 Arl

Have your property tax questions
ready for Mayor Clenott

Congress Square
Kagamusha
Nov 30, 7 pm

(1 hr.)

In the

Gallery:
Faculty Exhibition

Evening Star

(1/2 hr.)

Sc~o~~: MU~/~r~~;~ge

A Year of Art:
Nuvo Japonica

729·5486

(1/2

.ex, II •• and vldeotap.

hr.)

Ireland Today:
Conversations with
Long Shoremen (1 hr.)

7.9 (through Nov 30)

CHRISTMAS
AT THE CATHEDRAL
i'eaturlnt The Portland BnII QuIntet

Sunday, December 3, 1989
Programs premiere Fri. 7-lOpm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed. ,
& Thurs. gam-noon .
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth , &Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

-'

Two Performances: 2:30 pm liz 7:00 pm
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception
Congress Street· Portland, Maine
'I1dtob: SJ2IS8 Available at lhe doo<, "om
Gallery Music, by ailing 781·3567, by mail.

qflL'dwrafyirt Sadt~1
Concert SpoIl!Or. WPKM·FM

Bowdoin College
Jack Lemmon
by his
collar worker, who
wife (Olympia Dukakis). When his wife
has a heart attack and is hospitalized,
his investment banker son (Ted Danson) moves in with him. The paternal
relationship saga continues until Danson's character is forced to reach outto
his own teenage son. "Dad" is the first
movie directed by Gary David Goldberg, the creator of TV's "Family Ties."

Brunswlck
Rosemary's Baby (1N81
Dec 1.7:30 and 10 pm
Smith Auditorium. Sills Hall
The B.lleve,.. (1887)
Dec 2, 7.30 and 10 pm
Smith Audl1onum, Sills Hall
Olrls In Uniform 1112.)

directed by Leontine Sagan
Dec6,7pm
Smith AudiloritJm. Sills Hall
Nostalgia (1.83)
directed by Andrei Tarkovsky
Oec 6, 3:30 and 8 pm

Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center

The LiUle Mermaid Animated Walt
Disney feature based on the Hans
Christian Anderson story about a mermaid who falls for a human prince.
Look Who's Talking John Travolta
makes a comeback in this movie. He
plays a cabbie who IS a candidate for
dad of Kirstie Alley's baby. The baby's
savvy sensibilities are communicated
with Bruce Willis' voice.
The Music Teacher Opera star Jose
van Dam plays a music teacher, who
coaches two young tenors for a singing
dual. Nominated by the Academy for
best foreign language film earlier this
year.
Now, Voyager Bette Davis plays a
plain spinster who blossoms into a
beautiful women with the help of her
therapist (Claude rains) and a seagoing romance with a married man (Paul
Henreid)
Prancer Children'S movie about a
young girl who tries to help a wounded
reindeer she believes belongs to Santa.
Scandal John Hurt is enticing In his
role as Stephen Ward, the society doctor who introduced the lovely Christine
Keeler to the Minister of War Profumo,
which resulted in the affair that scandalized Britain's Conservative Party in
the early 'SOs. A fine performance by
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer as Keeler; she
plays the ambiguity of herrelationships
with all the men in her life wonderfully

sex, nes and videotape The first
feature film of writer-director Steven
Soderbergh has a simplicity that re sults from its small cast and narrow
focus. The four characters - Ann, her
husband John, her sister Cynthia, and
John's old college friend Graham have one thing on their mind: sex. The
greatness behind the movie rests not
only in the film itself, but more so in
what happens to those who view it after
they leave the theater. It encourages
honest dialogue gently - without big
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
of thousands.
Shocker Capital punishment isn't a solution in this movie about a convicted
mass murderer who continues to kill
after he's been executed in the electric
chair.

Sleel Magnolias Thisthree-ha'lkytear
jerker is about a group of &:iuthern
wom~n who keep their men in check
and meet in the local beauty parlor to
gossip. Shirley Maclaine throws off her
new-age persona and plays the neighborhood sourpuss ("I'm not crazy; I've
just been in a bad mood for 40 years,"
she remarks). Dolly Parton is the local
hairdresser, who delivers one·llners
with aplomb. Sam Shepard plays Parton'sendearing but worthless husband,
who spends his free time lying in bed
watching football, drinking beer and
smoking filterless cigarettes. Sally Field
gets to act the film 's one dramatic
moment, which comes about after
you've been sobbing for 10 minutes or
so, and when it seems the movie will
never end. The movie has its moments,
but it is too predictable.
Stepfather II Sequel to Joseph
Ruben's 1987 slasher about Mom's
new beau , who looks so clean-cut he
resembles Ward Cleaver. Unfortunately, the cleaver this new dad is fond
of is used to slice up members of the
family who don't live up to his expectations. When he's cut his way through
one family, he moves into the home of
another and another ...
The Whale. of August Bette Davis
and Lillian Gish play two elderly sisters
who summer off the coast of Maine
(Cliff Island to be precise). Vincent
Price stars as their gentleman caller
andAnnSouthern is their bouncy neighbor. Great summer ocean shots for
snowbound city dwellers.
Whal Ever Happened to Baby
.lane? Bette Davis and Joan Crawford
star in one of the most terrifying movies
of all time. Davis plays a former child
movie star who torments her Crippled
sister (Crawford) in their isolated Hollywood mansion home.
When Hany Met Sally Meg Ryan
and Billy Crystal play on-and-off acquaintances, who challenge the supposition that men and women cannot
be friends. This isn't a movie that gets
one thinking about the meaning of
modem relationships, but it is thoroughly enjoyable. The short segments
of interviews with married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan.

CLUBS

SINGAPORE
SLING
,
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THURSDAY 11.30
Evan .Iohns & the H-Bomb. (rockabilly) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Mr. Thing & ihe Professional
Human Beings (funk) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Siaid Cleaves (originaUfolk) 7:30-8:30
pm at Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, 15TempleSt., Portland. 772-2739.
Singapore Sling (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 761-2506.
Port City Allslars (r&b) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Splil 50 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246.
Carol & the Charmers (rock) Old
PortTavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Toby Schneider (jazz vocalist) Little
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.
No Real Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., Portland.
767-4627.
Legend (rock) John Martin's Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151.

WEDI NOVEMBER 29

ULTERIOR MOTIVE
and BILLY DARE
with KIDSTIFF and
SATURDAY 1212

GHANDI'S
HBOX
and PLUCK THEATRE
with JOSHUA SOUL

l'b THE GARGOYLES

IEI:1 ;tIW~: (1 i!I a ii i!!j: 1-111 ffi'IJ
l]

THEAtNNOC~NCE
MISSION
THURS I NOVEMBER 3D
-FRII DECEMBER 1
Thursday
N1te 18
College N1te

MR.
THING

& the
PROFESSIONAL
HUMAN BEINGS

FRIDAY 12.1
Mr. Thing & Ihe Professional
Human Beings (funk) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Duke Robillard (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886
Ullerior Moliveand Billy Dare (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland. 7612506.
Red Light Revue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Siaid Cleaves (originaVfolk) 8-9 pm at
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, 15
Temple St., Portland. 772-2739.
Split 50 (rock) Moose ~lIey, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246.
Carol & Ihe Channers (rock) Old
PortTavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Roy Frazee Trio (jazz) Little Willies,
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Stale Sireet Traditional Jazz
Band (New Orleans-style jazz) Holy
Ghost, 29 Exchange St. (below
HuShang), Portland. 773-0300.
Vince Everell Band (rock) The Chattanooga, 15 Thornton St., Biddeford.
282-3777.
Legend (rock) John Martin's Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151.
No Real Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., Portland.
767-4627.
.Iasmin (pop) The Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.
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SATI DECEMBER 2

THE ONLY
MOTIONS
SUN I DECEMBER 3

SAVOY
TRUFFLE
7S¢ Drafts & Drink Specials
'i111

Plenty of trouble-free parking! • Open Sundays

LOOKING
FOR

SATURDAY 12.2
The Only Molions (rock) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
John Hammond (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Red LIght Revue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Ghandi's Lunchbcn: and Pluck
Thealer (rock) Gc 10'S, 13 Brown St.,
Portland. 761 -2506.
Spill 50 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246.
Carol & the Charmers (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
The Charlie Grindel Show with
guests Koko Keller and Ann Slattery
(cabaret) The Reindeer Room above
HuShang 2, 11 Brown St., Portland.
Seating is limited. Admission is $3.50
in advance, $5 at the door. For reservations, call 874-9<102.
State Sireet Traditional .Iazz
Band (New Orleans-style jazz) Holy
Ghost, 29 Exchange St. (below
HuShang), Portland. 773-0300.
Marianne Challerton (acoustic) 711 pm, Broad Arrow Tavem atthe Harraseeket Inn, 162 Main St., Freeport.
865-9377.
Vince Everelt Band(rock) The Chattanooga, t 5 Thornton St., Biddeford.
282-3777.
Legend (rock) John Martin's Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151.
No Real Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , Portland.
767-4627.
.Iasmin (pop) The Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.

continued on next page

THE MANOR
Waterville, ME
Fri. & Sat, Dec. 1-2
GRAY'S WHARF
Boothbay Harbor
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 8-9
PORT GARDENS
Kennebunkport
Fri. & Sat. Dec_ 15-16

DON'T GET MAD •••GET UPSET!
.....

••.•••...•• > •...
.::.

THEATRE

:'

COMPANY

presents

"WORKING"
NOV 24 - DEC 17
THU • FRI. 5,<\T
8:00PM
SUN 7:00 PM
11ckets available at the
Stein Gallery, Milk Street, or

The Mad Horse Theatre
955 Forest Ave. Portland
()JJ7) 797-3338

TICkets $5
Now on salal

JAMES
MONTG
Reserve for your PRIVATE PARTY
(2 - 250) NOW, New restaurant open

LUNCH

«. DINNER 7 DAYS

45 DANFORTH ST. PHD
207/774-1441

CLUBS

continued from previous page

~

Luncheon Specials
... '.'
.
Every Day!
.
Warm up with our
'. . ' homemade soups &

Fri.&Sa~
Dec. 1-2'

SUNDAY 12.3
Savoy Truffle (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Dan Tonini (acoustic) Squire Morgan's,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Rick Roy (acoustic) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Comedy Night T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.

MONDAY 12.4

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI

on the waterrront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

.JIm Gallant (acoustic) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Audition Night with The Apart
Band (musicians welcome to sit in)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Por~and.
774-1441.
Comedy Stop at the Top (comedy
contest) Adrian Walker and local comedy contest with cash prizes for best
audience comedians. No cover, 8 pm,
Top of the East lounge, Sonesta Hotel, 157 High St., Portland. 775-5411.

TUESDAY 12.5
Electric Hot Tuna (rock) $12, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6BB6.
.Jam with Active Culture (reggae)
Tree' Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
774-1441.
Net Worth (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Comedy Night Little Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.

WEDNESDAY 12.0

c::;3.'.~--> ~

<>~~

'"

........

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous
Food •from
Marllaritas
from south of the border
out ~ this world
OPEN 1 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
Z4Z St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 814-6444
• Tlo Juan's CONCORD, NH

Coon Cats (cowboy rock) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Steve Forbert (acoustic) $9, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6BB6.
Net Worth (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Portland Music Scene Open
House Soloists, bands, sound people,
good listeners, dancers, recording
studio reps, groupies, local press
people are invited to an open house
and support local music at 7 pm at
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. Bring
business cards, demo tapes, etc. For
more information, call 773-8187.
The Look (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
Christmas Cabaret Night Little
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.

UPCOMING
Robben Ford (blues) Dec 7 at RaOUl's.
865 Forest Ave.~ Portland. 773-6BB6.
MS Great Maine Bar Challenge
Wrap-Party Dec 7, 7 pm at Sables
lounge, Marriott Hotel, S. Portland.
Donations for MS Society accepted.
Del Fuegos (rock) Dec 13 at T-Bird's,
126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.

DANCING
Zootz,31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: Post Mod·
ern -all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue : Hip House-all
ages. 773-8187.

874-0000
18 Monument Square

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 11.30
PSO Youth Ensembles (classical)
The wind ensemble, string consort and
the youth symphony perform at 7:30
pm in Portland City Hall Auditorium.
Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for students and seniors. For more information, call 773-8191.

FRIDAY 12.1
Bowdoin College Community Orchestra (classical) Works by Dvorak,
Mozarl, Ives, Schumann, Bach and
Grieg. Performance is at 7:30 pm at
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3151.
USM Jazz Ensemble Uazz) Ensemble
directed by Scott Reeves performs at 3
pm in Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Tickets are $3 for the public,
$1 for students/seniors. For more information, call 780-5555.
Doug Day (songwriter/storyteller) Benefit performance the Arts Are Elementary program in Brunswick at 7:30 pm
at the Brunswick Jr. High School. Tickets are available at MacBean's Music
in Brunswick or at the door, $5 for
adults, $3 for children or $12 maximum
per family.
Handel's "Messiah" (choral music)
Bates College Choir performs the
Christmas section today and tomorrow
at 8 pm in Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall, Bates College, lewiston. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 786-6330.

SATURDAY 12.2
St. George Chamber Players (classical) Benefit for the renovation of the
State Street Church . Two bassonists Arsith Freeman 01 the PSO and recording artist Otto Eifert- join pinaist David
Maxwell. Performance is at 8 pm at the
State Street Church, 159 State St.,
Portland. Admission is $10, $6 for
seniors and students. For more information, call 839-5922.
Brayview Chamber Players (classical) New York ensemble performs
traditional holiday music at 2 pm at
Bagley House B&B, Route 136, Durham. Admission is $3. For more Information, call 865-1500.
.
Nine Lessons and Carols (Christmas music) Boy Singers of Maine
perform traditional English carols In
addition to selections by J.S. Bach,
John Runer and a plainsong hymn.
Performance is at 7 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St., Portland Free and open to
the public, but donations will be accepted. For more information, call 8719310.
Cas tie bay (Celtic folk) 8 pm , Center
for The Arts at the Chocolate Church ,
804 Washington St. , Bath. Tickets are
$6 in advance, $8 althe door. For more
information, call 729-3185.
Bowdoin College Chorale (classical) Works include three songs by
Schubert, a set of six songs by Mendelssohn , and two-part songs by
Haydn. Showtime is 7:30 pm in the
Bowdoin College Chapel, Brunswick.
Paul Winter Consort (new age)
Preview of the consorts work "The
Tree· which will receive its world premier~ in New York. Showtime is at 8
pm at Saints Peter and Paul in lewiston. Tickets are $121$10. For more
information, call 782-7228.

SUNDAY 12.3
Christmas at the Cathedral (choral music) The Choral Arts Society is
joined by the Portland Brass Quintet
and handbeJl ringers for a concert of
Christmas Music at 2:30 pm and 7 pm
at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception, Congress St., Portland.
Tickets mat be purchased at Gallery
Music in Portland, by calling 781-3567
or at the door.
Brayview Chamber Players (folk)
New York ensemble perlorms on banjos, guitars and other folk instruments
at 2 pm at 181 Main St., Freeport. Admission is $3. For more information,
call 865-1500.
Bowdoin Concert Band (classical)
7:30 pm, Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more information, call 7253151.
USM Concert Band and Wind En·
semble (classical) Ensemble directed
by Peter Marlin performs at 3 pm In
Corthell Concert hall, USM Gorham.
Tickets are $3 for the public, $1 for
students .

TUESDAY 12.5
Dizzy and Mr. B Salute the Count
(jazz) Trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and
baritone Billy Eckstine join the Count
Basie Orchestra for a concert at 7:30
pm in Portland City Hall auditorium .
Tickets are $20, $16, $12 and $8. For
more information , call the Portland
Concert Association at 772-8630.

WEDNESDAY 12.0
Heritage Chamber Ensemble
(classical) 11 :30 am-l:3O pm, Campus
Room , USM Portland Campus Center.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4812.

Children's Concert (classical) 7 pm,
program of music by the students of
Bonnie Black, a cellist for the Portland
Symphony and the former director of
the Harlem Youth Orchestra, at Maple
Hill B&B, 18 Maple Ave., Freeport.
Admission is $3. For more information,
call 865-1500.

UPCOMING
Magic of Christmas Portland Symphony Orchestra, tenor John Walker,
Boy Singers 01 Maine and the Magic of
Chrisbnas Chorus perlorm Chrisbnas
programs Dec 8-17 at Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Performances are Dec
8 at 8 pm, Dec 9-10 at 2:30 and 8 pm,
Dec 14-15 at8 pm and Dec 16-17 at
2:30 and 8 pm. Tickets are $22, $20,
$15and $9. Tickets may be purchased
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm at 30 Myrtle St.,
Portland or by phone at 773-8191.
Isaac Stern and Yo Yo Ma (classical) Stern and Ma join four other string
artists for performance of the music of
Brahms Dec 8, 8 pm in Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts,
University of Maine Orono. For ticket
information, call 581-1755.
Oratorio Chorale (medieval and renaissance music) Seldom-heard works
by Josquin des Pres, Palestrina, Guerrero and Purcell are on the program
Dec 9 at 8 pm at the Sacred Heart
Church in Yarmouth and Dec 10 at 2
pm at St. John's Church, Brunswick.
Tickets are $8 for adults and $4 for
people under 21, available at
Macbean's Music in Brunswick, Howard's leather in Yarmouth and
Amadeus Music in Portland.
Arlo Guthrie (folk) Dec 9, 8 pm, Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Tickets are $12 for the
public. For ticket information, call 7253151.
Portland Symphony Orchestra's
Piano Competition Rrst prize winner will receive $2,500 and a contract
for a performance With the PSO during
the 90-91 season. Contestants in the
competition must be between the ages
20 and 28 as of March 17, 1990 and
must submit an application by Jan 22.
Preliminary auditions will be held on
March 17 and finals, which are open to
the public, will be held on March 18. For
more information, contact Roberta
Zimmerman, director of education for
the PSO, 30 MyrtleSt. Portland,04101 ,
773-8191.

ON
STAGE

"Working" at
Mad Horse Theater
Every weekday morning at
4:3Oa,m.,my father gets up, starts
his truck, and drives down to the
center of town to begin his day as
town janitor/messenger, He
leaves work at 3:30 p.m. and
drives his truck up to the local
hospital to retrieve my mother, a
nurse. They go home, prepare
and eat dinner, watch television
from their set of lounger chairs
and go to bed early. Every week
- year in, year out - it's been the
same, except for side trips to
Bermuda, Hawaii, and Las Vegas.
Since I've worked as an adult,
I have thought often about their
work, but my curiosity as to how
they've spent their lives came to
the fore again after seeing Mad
Horse Theatre's current production.
''Working,'' the musical based
on Studs Terkel's book of the
same name, was adapted by
Stephen SchwartzandNina Fazo.

The play spotlights small scenes
featuring, among others, a parking lot attendant, a secretary, a
teacher, telephone operators, a
fireman and a salesman. Each
person perfonns a monologue
(or sings or dances) about his or
her job. After Sitting through
about200f these vignettes, some
emotion is bound to crash
through the cynical guard rails
to your heart.
Each performance was earnest,
but each performer's experience
level differed. Some scenes were
stronger than others. "Working"
has a cast that includes a singer
trained at the Boston Conservatory alongside a talented, but
young, Waynflete student. A few
high notes were left waiting up
near the ceiling to be claimed by
their owners at a future date.
My favorite scenes included
Jael Humphrey as a newsgirl,
Terry Drew as a waitress and
supermarket checker, Pam
Montanaro as a hotel switchboard operator, Kevin Shone as
a retired man, Tony Owen as a
steelworker, and Laura Jones as
a cleaning woman.
Mad Horse's ensemble work
showed clearly in the mill worker
scene, when Deborah Hall led
them through the moments of
her long, dull day in pantomime
and song.
"Working" is funny, touching
and sad. It raises some fundamental questions about the way
we choose to spend our employable lives.
My parents have liked their
jobs. They intend to enjoy their
retirement. But how differently
has it all turned out from what
they expected from their lives?
And what am I doing?
Morgan Shepard

City Theater Auditions Auditions for a
production of "Working· Dec 4-5 at
7:30 pm; auditions for 'Diary of Anne
Frank· Dec 11, 7:30 pm. Auditions are
held at City Theater, 205 Main St. ,
Biddeford. For more information, calf
282-0849.

Ghost

1101

Great American Jazz

DANCE

COME & SWING with
The State Street Band
on Dec. 1 & 2

.Jazz Dance Eva Vongenscy, founder
and former director of les Balfet Jazz
de Montreal is in residency with Casco
Bay Movers through Dec 2. She will
teach six one and a half hour classes
(intermediate-advanced level) at 341
Cumberland Ave., Porti:;!J1d. Schedule
IS a, ,ollows: Nov 3O-Dec 1 at 11 :30 am
and Dec2at 12:3Opm. Admission is$8
per class. For more information, call
871-1013.
Images of African Heritage lecline/demonstration on black dance and
music by Artof Black Dance and Music
Inc. from West Somervilfe, Mass., Nov
30,8 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. Admission is $5. For
more information, call 780-4090.
The Nutcracker Classical performance of Tchaikovsky's ballet Dec 1-17
at City Theater 205 Main St., Biddeford. Performances are Fri at 8 pm,
Sat-Sun at2. Tickets are $10adults, $9
for students and seniors. For more information, calf 282-0849.
Mainely Dance Boogie Bash
Monthly smoke and afcohol free dance
featuring an eclectic mix of music held
Dec 1, 9 pm-12 am at the Ram Island
Studio, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25 A ForestAve ., Portland. All ages
are welcome . Admission is $3. For
more information, call 871-0509.
Dancing From The Heart Spanda
Dance Company presents a dance
program featuring a parody of "The
Nutcracker," excerpts from Bach's
"Magnificat," mime pieces by James
Joseph Tibbets, and several solos by
company director Selbe Beebe, blending ballet, modern and jazz styles. Performances are Dec 8-17, Fri-Sat at 8
pm, Sun at 2 p'm at the Schoolhouse
Arts Center, Rts.114and35inSebago
Lake Village. Admission is$5 foradults,
$2.50 for seniors and children under
12. For more information, call 6423743.
.
Contact Improvisation Workshop
taught by Chris Aiken and Oliver Besson, improvisational dancers from
Boston. Contact Improv is the art of
moving spontaneously with another
person whife maintaining an ever-shiftIng point of contact. Workshop is Dec
9, 15 pm at Ram Island dance studio,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Cost is $20
(includes the 8 pm show; see below) .
To register, call 773-2562.
Studio Show by Chris Aiken and
Oliver Besson , improvisational
dancers from Boston, Dec 9, 8 pm at
Ram Island studio, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $6. For more information, call 775-2562.
Master Jazz Class Adrienne Hawkins, director of Impulse Dance Company in Boston, teaches a two-hour
jazz class (intermediate advanced
level). The class is scheduled Dec 9,
t 2:30·2:30 pm at the Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio, 341 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. Admission for the class
is $8. For more information, call 871 1013.

Working Musical adapted from the book
by Studs Terkel through Dec 17 at Mad
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8
pm, Sun at 7 Tickets are $10-$14. For
more information, call 797 ~ 3338.
Jesus Christ Superstar lyric Theater production Dec 1·3 at 176 Sawyer
St. , S. Portland. Performances are FriSat at 8 pm, Sun at 2:30 pm. For ticket
information, call 799-1421.
Harvey Comedy about Elwood Dowd
and his invisible rabbit friend Harvey is
being performed by the Portland Players through Dec 9 at Thaxter Theatre,
420 Cottage Rd., S. Portland. Performances are Fri·Sun. For times and ticket
information, call 799-7337 or799-7338 .
Kids in the Dark Play looks at the
fears, pressures and violence facing
teenagers Nov 30-Dec 3 at Gannett
Theater, Pettigrew Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Performances are Thu-Sat
at8 :15 pm, Sun at 2pm . Tickets are $4/
$2. For more information, call 7866161.
Grannia Musical about the struggle between the Queen of England and an
Irish folk hero during the 1500s written
by Thomas Power and Larry "Flash"
Allen Dec 1-10 at Russell Hall, USM
Gorham. Performances are Thu -Sat at
8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tickets are $6 for
the public, $5 for seniors and $3 for
students. For more information, call
780-5483.
The Year in Review Barry Crimins,
political humorist, performs Dec 2, 9
pm in Kresge Auditorium , Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Admission is $5 for the public. Tickets
should be picked up in advance at the
Events Office, Moulton Union. For more
information, call 725-3151.
The Christmas Star Southworth
Planetarium's annual Christmas show Annual Lighting of the Copper
offers seasonal music, special all-sky
Beech T ..... Dec 30 at the Portland
effects and Identification of winter conMuseum of A~ ~ongress Square, Portstellations. Show schedule is Fri-Sun
land. Free mU6eum admission begins
at 7 pm throughout December. Admis·
at 3 pm . Activities include a gallery talk
sion is $3 for adults, $2 for children.
on the exhibit ·Carriages and Cutters "
Children under 5 are not admitted .
at 3:15 pm ; Antique pump organ music
(Laser light shows continue at 8:30 pm
with entertainment by members of the
through Dec) . For more information"
castof the P and Ballet's production
· '.of "The Nu
er"; Traditional carolcall 780-4249.
3-D Picture Show Multi-media slide'. { 'ingprocessi
by the Portfand Com4 pm ; Lighting of tree
show Dec2, 2pmat The Center for Th e :~),fmunity Cho
Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804 , at 4:45 pm ; , y music performed
'al Brass Band in the
Washington St. , Bath. Tickets are $7, ,by the Cen
for adults, $350 for children under 13. ;'~'Great Hall a
. For more Informa3-D glasses are included in the pnce of
'tion , call th~eum at 775-6148.
admission For more information , call ..·. - - - --'l.....-c- -:442-8455.
. continued On next page

Swing

Give Your Family the
Gift of a Lifetime
For Only

$15
per day*

Buy Them a Showcase Home for Christmas.
• A $500 giftcertificate/deposit will
guarantee spring construction

GALA

• Showcase will match your $500
with an additional $500 giftagainst the cost of your home

•
•
•
•

Building lots available statewide
Five models to choose from
Homes as low as $39.950
Financing and full contracting

'4995O @ 10% lor 30

yrs.

• Call for your free homeplanning kit

1-800-344-6552

~~
SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.

m

SErrlNe; r/-<f "'ACE IN " '~ORDABlE NOVSING

Locations: Rte. 4. Turner Plaza, Turner
Rte. 302, Naples, E. of Rte 135

...
,~
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Danforth Street Callery, 34 Danforth St., Portland. Works on paper by
Salazar. All works have been donated
by Salazar and proceeds from sales
goes to Very Special Arts and Danforth
Street Gallery, anon-profilgallery. Gala
opening Dec t, 5:30-8 pm . For more information, call 775-6245.
continued from previous page
The Art Callery at Six Deering,
Portland. "Spirit of Christmas: an
Business After Hours Greater Portexhibition of paintings by Betty Lou
land Chamber of Commerce is holding
Schlemm through Dec. Preview and
their monthly reception Nov 30, 5-7 pm
reception for the artist Dec " 6-9 pm .
in the Phoenix Room of Key Bank, One
Open house Dec 2, 11 am-5 pm. Hours:
Canal Plaza. Portland. Admission is $5
Tue-Sat t t am-5 pm during the first
for chamber members, $15 for nontwo weeks of the month; by appointmembers. Advance reservations are
ment thereafter. 772-9605.
recommended. For more information,
Portland School of Art The Baxter
call 772-2811.
Gallery, 619 Congress St., Portland.
Clobal Holiday Bazaar Crafts, gifts,
"Faculty Show" through Dec 22. Openentertainment and food from around
ing reception Dec 3, 5-7 pm. Hours :
the world at a fair to benefit the natural
Mon-Fri to am-5 pm (Thu until 7), Sun
histOl)' programsatthe MaineAudubon
11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Society Dec 1. 5-9 pm at the State
Street Church, 159 State St., Portland. Portland School of Art ·Painting Exhibition from The School of Art, City of
Admission is $7 in Advance, $9 at the
ArchAngels, Soviet Union' Dec 4-27 a\
door. Raffle for trip for two to Ecuador
the Portland School of Art Conference
and the Galapagos Island in 1991 .
Room, 97 Spring St., Portland. Public
There will be 300 tickets at $100 a
reception Dec 6,4 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri
piece. For more information, call 781S am-5 pm (call ahead to ensure dis2330.
play's availability). 775-3052.
Caribbean Night Food. entertainment
and displays from the Caribbean re- Dean Velentgas Callery, ErO Hampshire St., Portland. Six contemporary
gion Dec " 6:30 pm in the USM PortSpanish painters: Antoni Marin, Terland Campus Center, Falmouth St..
esa Picazo, DavidSanmiguel.Jodi MarPortland. Free and open to the public.
torell. Lidia Porcar and Tatll Dec 8-Jan
For more information. call 874-6565.
7. Opening reception Dec 8. 5-8 pm.
Selfhelp Crafts Sale Handicrafts
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 1-5 pm
made by skilled craftspeople in develand by appointment. 772-2042.
oping nations are on sale Dec 2. 9 am3 pm at 35 Lafayette St. (on Munjoy Sawyer Street Callery. 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. Holiday Show and
Hill), Portland. Half the proceeds from
sale Dec 9. 10 am-6 pm and Dec 10,
the sale go directly to the craftspeople ;
t 2-4 pm . Variety of works in clay by t 1
the other half covers the cost of shipceramic artists, ranging from functional
ping and warehousing. For more inforand decorative ponery to sculpture, will
mation, call 774-8578.
be on view and available for purchase.
Brag Over Breakfast Chamber of
For more information. call 767-7113
Commerce breakfast gives new members an opportunity to get to know the
Chamber, its staff and members Dec ' .
7:45 am at the Cumberland Club in
Portland. For more information, call
772-2811.
Portland Museum of Art Seven ConThe Maine Emporium Meet author
gress Square, Portland . Hours: TueMildred "Brownie' Schrumpf. She will
Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
be autographing copies of her newly
evenings. 5-9. Master Photographs and
revised cookbook "Memories from
Faces of Photographers (through Dec
Brownie's Kitchen" Dec 2, at 85 York
3). Carriages and Cuners, collection of
St. , Portland. For more information .
carriages and sleighs (through Dec
call 87t-0112.
26). Traditions in American Landscape
Holidays at Henry's Open house at
(through Mar 11). Miniature Inkwells
the Wadsworth-Longfellow House, 485
(Dec 9-Feb 12). 775-6148 .
Congress St., Portland. Rooms will be Abacus Callery, 44 Exchange St. ,
decorated in a 19th-century style.
Portland. American crafts and fine
Receptionfor members and their guests
jewelry. Hours : Men-Thu 10 am-6 pm,
Dec 7, 1-3 pm and 5-7 pm. The house
Fri-Sat 10am-9pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 772is open to the public Dec 8. t -6 pm and
4880.
Dec 9, 1-4 pm . Admission is $3 for Allen Scott Books, 89 Exchange St. ,
adults. $1 for people under t8. For
Portland. Drawings by Charles H.
more information. call 774- t822.
Woodbury, 1915-1917 Dec 4-Jan 6.
Holiday Book Sale Old and new
Hours: Men-Sat 11 am-6 pm. 774-2190.
books. crafts, baked goods Dec 9, to Bayview Callery. 75 MarketSt., Portam-3 pm at The Swedenborgian
land. Recent photographs by Neal
Church. 302 Stevens Ave .. Portland.
Parent and watercolors by Carol SeFor more information. call 772-8277.
bold through Dec 30. Parent will be
Maine Writers & Publishers Alii·
signing his newly published book on
ance Open House and Book Sale
Dec 16, 2-4 pm . 773-3007.
Over 30 Maine writers will be signing Cafe Always, 47 Middle St. , Portland.
their books and thousands of Maine
Wild portrails, formal Maine landscapes
books will be available Dec 9, 11 am-5
and recent finger paintings by Nancy
pm at the Maine Writers Center. t9
Jacobs through Dec 18. 774-9399.
Mason St., Brunswick. Free and open Evans Callery. 7 Pleasant St.. Portto the public. For more information, call
land . Color photographs from the docu729-6333.
mentary project, Farm Security AdPortland Museum of Art's Annual
ministration , which documents the
Silent Auction Toys, jewelry, sports
federal assistance programs to impovequipment, objects d'art, antiques and
erished farm families ravaged by the
more will be auctioned Dec 9. 7 pm at
Depression . Photos by Jack Delano,
the museum. Patron tickets are $30,
Russell Lee. Marion Post Wolcon and
which includes a champagne preview
John Vachon are on exhibit through
at6 pm ; contributor tickets are $15. For
Dec 30. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm,
more information. call 775-6148.
Sat 11-5 pm . 879-0042.
Creen Mountain Coffee Roaster,
Temple St.. Portland. Painting and
drawings by Wes Frese through Dec
19. 773-4475.
London's Cfass Studio, 142 High
St. . Portland. Holiday showcase of
uniquely crafted stained glass creations Dec 4-22. Hours: Daily 10 am-5
pm. 774-2174.
The Maine Emporium, 85 York St. ,
Portland. All Maine crafts. Southern
Maine store from H.O.M.E. and crafters from Franklin County. Oils andwatercolors by Paul Alexander John , Ilene
Ellowitchand Eve Crosby. Hours: WedSat t 1 am-6 pm . Sun 12-5 pm. 87101t2.
Maine Potters Market. 376 Fore
St. . Portland. Special holiday exhibit by
gallery artists through Dec 30. Hours:
Mon-Sat 9 am-9 pm. Sun 10 am-6 pm.
774-1633.
Nancy Margolis CaUery, 367 Fore
St., Portland . Recent work by new
gallery artists through Dec: Daniel Hale,
Hitchcock Art De.lers, 602 Confurniture ; Daniel Salisbury. fiber ; Chargress St., Suite 204, Portland. Paintles Schwarz, metal; Eleanor McKay.
ings by Michael Willis, sculptures by
metal; Paula Garren, jewelry ; Yoko HiCharlene Barton and Pat Plourde, oil
rosawa, glass ; Claudia Hollister, clay;
pastels by Paul Plante, "rt work by
Tory Hughes. jewelry; Francine Pani,
Ellen Gutekunst and photography by
fiber; Suzanne Bucher, jewelry. Hours:
J.P. Merrill Nov 30-Dec 15. Opening
Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 11 am-6
Nov 30, 7 pm. Hours: Thu 6:30-9:30,
pm. 775-3822.
Sat-Sun 1:30-5 pm. 774-8919.
Barrleloff Callerles, 26 FreeSt, Portland. Selected new work by galle!}'
continued on page 22
artists Dec 1-31. Opening reception is
Dee " 5-7 pm. Ten percent of the proceeds of sales during the opening will
by donated by Barridoff Galleries to the
Maine's Children's Cancer Program.
772-5011.
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Hurry and bring
them to
Just Black & While
so that we can perform
plastic surgery
(airbrush restorations)
in time for Christmas.
What a wonderful
gift idea!

We also process and
print all types of
black & white film.
And we can convert
to black & white from
your color originals.
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VINYL FLOORING
by Mike Quinn

TO SUIT EVERY DECOR ...
MARDEN'S ROLLS DOWN PRICE

ECIAL PURCHASE
MILL DJRICY

CARPETS,

!HA APPROVED

5 Yr. LImited Warranty
I)n Wear a. Stain

~~~~~~~~~Ultimate in STAIN. Protection
R
MANY
REVELATION®coLoRs
CARPETING ~~LES

AROUND TOWN

Congress Street,
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of ret all...
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% om
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11 - 3
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland. 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

54 YORK ST.
761-5861

FAMOUS NAME BRAND

uWe buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE
SV6L.Jf? OLfNtlER.? 1HAr GLftMOUR- uteL- IS HUN4r<.Y.l
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OPENING

Suggestions from the sports department

Shopping for jocks
Pretty soon you'll be able to count the shopping days till Christmas on your two hands. With
precious little time remaining, you had better
start today if you hope to find the perfect sports
gift for yourfavorite jockstrap - whether that be
yourself, your child, your parent, your significant other, or whoever.
In a never-ending mission to make life easier
and more entertaining for local sports enthusiasts, below is provided a comprehensive sports
lists of holiday gift ideas. [f you can't find the
ideal sporting gift on this abundant platter, then
my friend it may betirne to hang up the old deats.
Either that or buy a gift certificate from Wimps
'R'Us.
• A video tape of the 1986 Super Bowl ($4.95).
For your hard-<:ore Patriots fan , this is a brilliant
idea because it's the only way you'll get to see the
Pats play in the Super Bowl this year. The original
price was $39.95 but the laughable 46-10 Bears
victory predicated a dramatic reduction. Basically, they're giving this sucker away so it might
be just the right stocking stuffer.
• A thoughtful Christmas basket containing
the following products: Excedrin, Alka·Seltzer,
Rolaids, Ex-Lax and Metamucil (total value approximately $20). This basket is a must for any'
one who received the video above. The '86 Super
Bowl was nothing, if not a cry of relief from
headaches, stomach problems and irregularity.
• A five-foot basket with backboard. There
are two varieties, sponsored by either Michael
Jordan or Larry Bird ($19.95). Thisis the ultimate
giftforanyman, woman or child who has always
wanted to stuff the ever-lovin' leather out of a
basketball but previously could not even touch
the rim. This five-foot ego booster is ideal for
offices, dens or finished cellars. Nerfballs or beer
cans may be substituted for a basketball . Once
you're able to "jam it," life is never again the

same.
• Peter Rose Roulette Wheel by Hasbro
($69.50). This baby's a bit expensive but worth
every penny. Use it to bet on any sport at any
time. You'll love the Cincinnati Red's cap positioned strategically in the middle. This is a tacky
trinket worthy to hang in any Hall of Shame. Say
itain't so Pete. Lying neverstopped you before. Do not
pass go. Donotcollect$200. Go directly to jail. Bet
the house. Enjoy the game.
• Flashing Lights ($15.95). Here is a heart
stopper of a board game jointly designed by the
Portland Police Department and Central Maine
Power. If you love maximum stress and total

confusion, this one's for you. The way it works is
quite simple really: simulate a snowstorm and
change every working light in downtown Port·
land to either flashing yellow or flashing red (the
color is academic, just make it flash). Throw in
some hidden black ice, covered by fluffy innocent white snow and it's like roller derby - only
more expensive. The total loss of traffic control at
all major intersections will test your freestyle,
daredevil and survival instincts. If you make it
through a key intersection without body damage, you win a gift certificate to Dunkin' Donuts
- where you can find a police officer and discuss
opinions on what makes local traffic in snowstorms so great. Be honest.
• Save that Dome ($7.95). Welcome to a strategic hand-held computer game, pitting Maine
taxpayers versus college football fanatics. There
are only two ultimate choices here, (a) a dome in
Orono or (b)ifa horsccan't~atit, then to hell with
college football. Of course, there are multiple
levels in this game, rivaling the complexity of
Nintendo, No one saves the princess but if you
make it to level 8, the dome gets built and U.
Maine defeats Notre Dame onNew Year's in the
Spud Bowl, eclipsing the Rose Bowl as the nation's premier holiday college draw.
• Action Jackson ($11.95). Here is a dandy of
a contest. The goal is to name a sport that Bo
Jackson doesn't know. Good luck. So far, nary a
soul has wonagainst the almighty superstar. Tie
Bo up in knots, if you will, butdon'tbet the ranch.
(See the roulette wheel above for that).
• Battleship II ($9.95) by Parker. In this revised edition of the age-old game, you take out a
managerial ship and see how long you can last.
Admiral Steinbrenner decides your fate. The
average duration for pilot's ship ranges between
one week and one year. If you win command of
the B. Martin Guided Missile Cruiser, CG-l, that's
an automatic extra five lives.
• Speed of Light ($14.95) by Adidas. Read the
directions carefully. Then go outside and run
against an automobile on In terstate 95. If you win
at the distance of 100 meters, you are on steroids.
If you lose, you're no Ben Johnson.
So now you're well briefed on the best sports
gifts on the market, sort of. Hustle. Don't say if! If
ifs and bits were candy and nuts, every day
would be Christmas. Speaking of which ...

Mike Quinn has asked Santa for a cross pen and a pack of
White Owls. Hold the coal.

LIGHT UP
THE NIGHT!
Enjoy life! Light up the night
with Mlchelob Llght_ .. Ever
wonder what the record is in pro
football for a passer
having the most
passes intercepted in
one game?.. . The
record was set in
1950 when passer
Jim Hardy of the Cardinals had eight of
his passes intercepted in one
game...
With
Micheloh Light,
you get a superpremium taste in a less filling
beer ... Did you know that one
football team once had to wait
almost 70 years to beat one of its
rivals? .. Rutgers beat Princeton
in the first college football game,
in 1869, :Inti then had to wait 69
more years before they beat Princeton ag oin ... The next Rugers

win over Princeton after 1869
did
not
come
until
1938! ... Mlcheloh Light - another great beer from the Michelob
family of superpremium beers.
Pick up a six- or 12pack todayl ... Of all
the men who've ever
played pro football,
which one has scored
the mot total points
in a career~... The
man who holds the
record is Geoge
Blanda, who, inhis career, scored
2,002 points ... No one else, before or since, has come close to
Blanda's total. .. Did you know
that the underdog has won the
Super Bowl more than one third
of the time in Super Bowl
history? .. Beer Is a good part
of the good life - drink responsibly!
The Children's Museum's
Annual Toy Drive, which
kicked off Nov. 24_ Please
help make a child's holiday
happy.

-
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146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, too.

Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sal. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

I

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

OUT OF TOWN

Supper Specials
Vegetarian specials made
from the finest
natural ingredients
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Monument Way at Monument Square

Portland, Maine (207) 772.7299

q'1f'F,

TR..01JI C7tL PE'1{fj'l1 I'J..[
432 FORE STREET
773-6499

. !

Super Bowl Pool
24 Chances at

$21,000
see Bartender
for more information.
./

Panache, 165 Commercial St., Port·
land. Portraits and Partial Portraits:
Photographs by Arthur Fink through
Dec 2. Hours: Tue and Sat 9 am·5 pm,
Wed·Fri 9 am-8 pm. For more inJormation , call 774-3465.
Payson Gallery of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
"Laurence Gartel: Nuvo Japonica," an
exhibit of works that combine drawing,
computer imaging, and photographs
through Dec 17. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm .
797-9546.
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. "Celebration." a col·
lection of landscape oil paintings and
reliefs by Priscilla Cross through Dec
5. Hours: Mon. Wed and Fri 9 am-6 pm .
Tue and Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9 am-5
pm. 871-1700.
Portland School of Art The Photo
Gallery, 619 Congress St., Portland.
"Zeitraum: Timeperiod" through Dec
22. Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm. Fri
8 am-5 pm and Sun 11 am-4 pm . 7753052.
Portland School of Art, 97 Spring
St. , Portland. Exhibit of paintings from
Portland's Soviet sister city - City of
Arcihangels Dec4-27. Interested people
should call aheadto confirm the availa·
bility of the show since it is located in
the college's conference room. 7753052.
USM Area Gallery, Campus Center.
Portland. "John Hultberg: Selected
Works from Four Decades" through
Dec 14. Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-10 pm ,
Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
The West Side Restaurant , Pine
St., Portland. Recent work by Bevin
Engman through Dec 3. 773-8223.

Art Exhibit and Sale to benefit The
Santa Fund sponsored by the MerryMeeting Art Association through Dec 3
at the Topsham Fair Mall. For more information, call 729-1528.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Brunswick. 0 Say Can You See:
American Photographs , 1839-1939
(through Dec 10); A Romance with
Realism : The Art of Jean-Baptiste
Carpeaux (through Dec 10). Hours:
Tue-Sat 10 am-8pm, Sun 2-5 pm . 7253275. Oil and pastel paintings by Bath
artist Lee Brown are on exhibit through
Dec 28 in Lancaster Lounge. Moulton
Union.
The Caldbeck Gallery, 12 Elm St..
Rockland. The Art of G.A. Curtis Dec 129. Opening reception Dec 1, 5-7 pm .
Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-6 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 594-5935.
The Center for The Arts, 804 Wash·
ington St., Bath. Paintings by William
and Stell Shevis through Dec 2. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10am-4 pm , Sat 12-4 pm . 4428455.
Christine's Gallery, 24 US Rt. 1,
Yarmouth. Impressionistic landscapes
and still lives by Evelyn Winter Pogorzelski through Dec. Hours: MonSat 10 am-6 pm. Thu until 8 pm . 8466128.
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St.. Port·
land . "Folk Inspirations: Celebrating
Traditions," group show of humorous
subjects by Maine artists and
craftspeople through Jan 5. Hours: T ueSat 10 am-6 pm , Sun 2-5 pm. 7291108.
Govemor's Gallery Space, State
Capitol Building, Augusta. Maine Crafts
Month Show features quilts by Ellie
Panscoe of Bangor, weavings by Susan
Michel Grosjean of Franklin and fiber
related media-weavings by Susan
Bowditch of Auburn through Dec 4.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm . 289-2724.
Sawyer Street Gallery, 131 Sawyer
St. . S. Portland. Changing exhibits of
works in clay of Marian Baker, Nancy
Caroll. Lynn Duryea, Abby Huntoon
and Nancy Nevergole through Dec 31 .
Hours: Sat 12-5 pm and by appoint·
ment. 767-7113.
USM Art Gallery in Gorham. USM
Faculty Art Show Nov 3O·Dec 14. Clos·
ing reception Dec 14, 4 p'm. 780-5409.

Portland Dec 7, 6 pm at 4 Royal River
Poetry and Prose Reading Dianne
Center, Rt. 1, Yarmouth. Cost is $6.
Benedict, Deborah Ward DeNicola and
For more information or reservations,
Betsy Sholl will read from ·The Elocall Becky Erickson at 761-0041
quent Edge," an anthology of writing by
15 of Maine's leading women authors Apartheid and Divestment
Dumisani Kumalo, South African jourNov 30, 7:30 pm at Books Etc. 38
nalist and an authority on divestment
Exchange St.. Portland. Free and open
and economic sanctions, speaks Dec
to the public; sponsored by the Maine
7,7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium , VisWriters and Publishers Alliance. For
ual Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
more information, call 729-6333.
Brunswick. Free and open to the pubPresumpscot RiverWatch Monthly
lic. For more information, call725-3151.
meeting to discuss tax-exempt status,
fundraising and cooperation with Wildlife of Kenya Part of the Natural
History Lecture Series Dec 8, 12'30
scihools Nov 3D, 7 pm at the Barron
pm at Room 165, USM Science BuildCenter, Brighton Ave., Portland. Open
ing. Portland. Free and open to the
to the public.
Skowhegan School of Painting
public. For more information, call 780and Sculpture Figurative painter Earth First Dave Forman, radical en·
4260.
vironmentalist and co-founder of Earth
Connie Hayes presents and discusses
First, speaks on the Earth First move- Privacy, News and the First
sciholarship opportunities at the Skow·
Amendment Public debate on free
ment and the necessity of preserving
hegan School of Painting and Sculpspeech Dec8, 7:30 pm althe First Parthewildemess Dec 1, 7:30 pm in Kresge
ture Nov 30, 4 pm in Beam Classroom,
ish Church, 425 Congress St.. PortAuditorium, Bowdoin College, BrunVisual Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
land. Participants include Paul Aranswick. Free and open to the public. For
Brunswick. Free and open to the pubson, Michael Chitwood, Rabbi Harry
more information, call 725-3151.
lic. Formore information, call 725-3151 .
Sky and Jasper Wyman. There is no
Crafts Fair United Maine Craftsmans Maine Woods Reserve Jym St.
admission ciharge, but free tickets must
Pierre, director of the Maine office of
12th Annual Crafts Fair Dec 2, 10 ambe reserved by Dec 4. To reserve tick·
the Wilderness Society speaks at the
6 pm and Dec 3, 10 am-5 pm at the
ets, call the Portland Public Library's
Sierra Club public meeting Dec I , 7:30
USM Gym, Portland. Free parking and
Development Office at 871-1700.
pm atthe Public Safety Building, Middle
admission.
Community Leadership Institute
St.. Portland.
A Celebration of Chinese Arts
USM's Department of Community
Demonstrations in the art of cooking Developing a Sustainable Future
Programs is currently taking applicafor Maine Mainewatch Institute con·
Chinese dumplings, tying Chinese
tions for the January 1990 program.
ference to define problems relating to
knots, and writing calligraphy d spon·
The four·month program is for people
Maine's sustainable future. to share
sored by the Chinese American Friendwho are or want to be actively involved
ideas for solving the most pressing
ship Association Dec 2, 4 pm at the
in boards. committees, commissions
problems, and to recommend priorities
Cape Elizabeth Lions Club, Route 77
and other community organizations.
for action Dec 2, 9 am-5 pm in Daggett
(near Two Ughts). Donations accepted
The cost is $450: scholarships are
Lounge, Wentworth Hall. Bowdoin
to cover costs. For more information,
available. For more information , call
College, BrunSWick Conference is
call Sally Ng at 879-0182 or Susan
874-6500.
open to the public. The cost IS $18 per
Lieberman at 773-3192.
person. For more information, call 725- Southworth Planetarium Astron·
Origami and Japanese Gift Wrap.
omy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
3629.
ping Workshops offered by the Japan
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
America Society of Maine. Origami for Money and Spirit Two-day workshop
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
Dec 1-2 at the General Theological
children Dec 2, 2-4 pm. (Cost is $5.)
children (no children under 5). Wednes·
Center of Maine, 159 State St., PortJapanese Gift Wrapping Dec 2, 9-11
day afternoon program for students of
fand. The purpose of the workshop is to
am. (Cost is $7.) Workshops are of·
all ages, 3:30-5:30 pm, $2. For more in·
look at how money affects many as·
fered at JASM office, One Bank Road,
formation, call 780-4249.
pects of our lives. The cost is $45. For
Portland. For more information, call
more information, call 874-2214.
774-4014.
UMVAArtSaleDec2,10am-6pmat Teaching "Maine Speaks" in the
Classroom Seminar for middle and
One City Center, Portland. Over 100
secondary school teachers taught by
artists from all over the state will be
Lee Sharkey. One of the editors of
showing and selling work. For more
"Maine Speaks" Dec 2, 10 am-3 pm at
information, call 846-7777.
the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
Open Studio and Art Sale featuring
St. Portland. Workshop will cover usnine visual artists in the Merrill Street
ing the anthology of Maine literature as
Studio Building Des 2. 10 am-5 pm at
a starting point for student writing and
70 Merrill St .. Portland. For more inforas a way of looking at Maine society
mation, call 772-6005.
through its literature. Pre-registration
Studio Sale Holiday Collections - PaIS necessary. For more Information,
tricia Boissevain, Leah Grear and Elizacall 729-6333
beth Prior Dec 3. 12-5 pm at 380
Accidental Death of an Anarchist
Danforth St., Portland.
Humanities discussion on the play with
Post.Modernist Currents from the
Leon Katz following the matinee perPennanent Collection Larry Lutcih·
formance Dec 3 at the Portland Per·
mansingh, gives a gallery talk Dec 3 at
forming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave ,
3 pm at the Walker Art Building, BowPortland. The discussion will address Earth First Dave Forman, radical en·
doin College. Brunswick. Freeandopen
vironmentalist and co-founder of Earth
the nature of political theater and the
to the pUblic. For more information, call
First, speaks on the Earth First move·
relationship of farce to political theater.
725-3275.
ment and the necessity of preserving
The discussion is free and open to the
Durer's "Life of the Virgin": Ex.
the wilderness Dec 1, 7:30pm in Kresge
public. People not attending the 2 pm
periments In Fonn and Meaning
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brun·
matinee should contact the PSC box
CliNon Oids speaks Dec 6 at 1 pm and
swick. Free and open to the public. For
office at 774-0465 for the beginning
Dec 10 at 3 pm at the Walker Art
more information, call 725-3151.
time of the discussion .
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the public. For more Maine Woods Jeff Elliott and Jamie Maine Project on Southem Af·
rica Demonstration againstCityBank's
Sayen of Earth First speak on the state
information, call 725-3275.
loan to the South African government
of Maine's forest land Dec4, 7:30 pm in
Carriages and Cutters Horace K.
Dec 5, 12 noon at City Bank, corners of
Beam Classroom Visual Arts Center,
Sowles, Jr. will discuss the lively past
Fore and Exchange streets, Portland.
Bowdom College, Brunswick. Free and
of his antique carriages and sleighs
For more information, call 774-9833.
open to the public. For more informathat are curren~y on display the mu·
tion , call 729-5083.
seum Dec 7, 5:15 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square, Port- School Prayer, Gun Control, and
The Right to Assemble A series of
land. Free and open to the public. For
events embroils a small town in First
more information, call 775-6148.
and Second Amendment controverAnnual Holiday Art Sale sponsored
sies. The film features Griffin Bell, forby the Portland School of Art. Works by
mer Secretary of Education Shirley
alumni, faculty, staff and students Dec
Hufstedler, and civil liberties counsel
8, 2-8 pm and Dec 9, 10 am-4 pm at
Jeanne Baker. The film and discussion
The Baxter Building. 619 Congress St.,
series "The Constitution : That Delicate
Portland. For more information, call
Balance· is being held Dec 5, 7 pm at
775-3052.
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer
Photographing The Natural World
Rd., Cape Elizabeth. Free and open to
Winter photography course offered by
the public. For more information, call
the Appalachian Mountain Club Dec 9799-1720.
10 at its Pinkham Notcih Camp in New
Hampshire. For reservations or work· How Will We Manage Change?
Pamela Plumb. co-chair of Vision 2000,
shop information, call 603-466-2727.
discusses how the quality of life in
Society of Southem Maine Crafts·
Greater Portland region can be im·
men will hold a craft show Dec9, 9amproved during the next decade at the
5 pm at the South Portland Armory,
Chamber of Commerce's Eggs 'n 15'
680 Broadway, S. Portland. Free and
sues breakfast Dec 5, 7:15-9 am at the
open to the public. For more informaSonesta Hotel, Portland. Cost is $8 for
tion, call 774-9324.
members, $10 for non·members. Reservations must be made by Dec 1. For A Festival of Brass John Saccone
and members of the Portland Sym·
more information, call 772-2811.
phony's brass section will feature cirCommission of Maine's Cornmon
cus acts and brass music Nov 30 at
Core of Leaming is holding a public
9:30 am, 10:30 am and 1 pm at the
meeting for comment on the developItalian Heritage Center, Portland.
ment of a draft document focusing in
Admission is $2 for children and adults.
specific skills and knowledge all stu·
For tickets, call Marianne Greenlaw at
dents should acquire by the time they
799-5551.
graduate from high school Dec 5, 4 :306:30 pm in Room 2SO, Portland Re· Art for The Fun of It and Holiday
Gift Making Two workshops for kids
gional VocationalTecihnical Cenler, 196
grades 2-8 at the Reiche Community
Allen Ave., Portland. For more inforCenter, Brackett St., Portland. Art for
mation, call 289-5918.
the Fun of It is Thursdays, Nov 3O-Dec
The Diversity Project Ginny LaCrow
21 at 6 pm; Holiday Gift Making is
and Anne Sibley O'Brien will discuss
Saturdays. Dec 2-23 at 12 noon. Fee
the issue of prejudice and a multiThe Constitution: Our Written
for either is $10 . To register, call 874cultural perspective in an educational
Legacy Series continues with "Learn·
8873 .
model
they
developed
for
the
Peaks
ing To read Our OWn Works : InterpretIsland School. Talkis Dec6, 6:30pm at Children's Piggy Bank Shop Chil·
ing and Amending the Constitution in
dren ages 12 and under are invited to
the USM Portland Campus Center
the 19th Century' Nov 30, 12:10-12:50
shop for gifts for the whole family Dec
Room R. Donation of $2 is suggested
pm at the Portland Public Library,
2, 10 am-12 noon at the YWCA, 87
to assist the speakers in the further deMonument Square, Portland. The readSpring St., Portland. No gifts are priced
velopment of the project. For more in·
ing/discussion series will be led by
higher than $2. Refreshments for parformation, call 773-3170.
Assistant Attorney General James A.
ents . For more information, call 874What Does Money Mean to You?
McKenna. Printed materials for the
1130 ext. 6.
Roundtable di scussion led by Lu Bauer,
series are available at the library. Free
CPA, at the monthly meeting of the
and open to the public. For more inforcontinued on page 24
Women Business OWners of Greater
mation, calf 871-1700, Ext. 758.
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When seeing a flick isn't enough

Milking money from movies
How many times have you been duped by McDonald's. Touchstone and McDonald's expect
videocassette packaging? Did you think you were to make a fortune on this venture.
getting an obscure classic, which just never made
Cross-promotions don't always involve the
it to the theaters in town?
marketing of other products. Sometimes they're
Though they may hold a certain kind of senti- connected to publicity-{)riented contests or "con·
mental magic to many consumers, movies on sumer polls." MGM/UA launched a campaign in
video are sold just like any other product in the which it let "the public decide" what titles it will
American marketplace. And a major sales tech- release over the next 12 months. MGM/UA sent a
nique to move product is the practice of cross- list of 80 titles to 175 film and film/video critics
promotions.
(this author included) across the country. After
Cross-promotionsaresalescampaigns whereby receiving 80-85 responses, the list of films was
corporations attempt to inveigle consumers to narrowed down to 25. These 25 titles appeared on
purchase their wares by offering a "tie-in" of their a ballot that was published in Us, Premiere and
product with a completely unrelated product. For Video Magazine. The top 10 choices will be reinstance, Nelson Entertainment released the box- leased in December with what MGM calls "a
office smash "Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure" substantial marketing push." Among the competinto video stores at the end of last August. To ing titles selected were "The Blackboard Jungle"
further promote the film,
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
NelsonenteredintoacrossHyde." MGM's people's
promotion with General
choice gimmick may give
added public interest to
Mills, through which the
these proven cinematic
title of the film was to be
classics. It's an effective
spotlighted on 10 million
cross-promotion.
boxes of Cheerios during
SeptemberandNovember.
Another type of promotion was staged by MagGeneral Millsestimatesthat
80 million consumers will
num Entertainment with
the release of its feature
stare at theseboxesat some
time or another-and that's
"Revenge of the Living
a heck of a lot of potential
Zombies." Bccauseofa glu t
renters for "Bill & Ted's
of wmbie movies, it's very
Excellent Adventure."
difficult for a video comThe Cheerios boxes
pany to get any publicity
for the release of one of
carry two separate offers:
one to receive a limitedthese gore workouts, so
edition "Bill & Ted's ExMagnum opted for the
cellent Adventure" comic
attention-getting device of
book from IX: Cornics, the
releasing two different
other to obtain a Bill & Ted
boxes for the same film.
T-shirt. For those still not
One box is approved by
ready to surrender, Nelthe Motion Picture Assoson has planned other
ciation of America, the
promotions, including a
organization that rates
national900-nurnber viewmovies; the other is an
ers could call to win vari"unapproved box." The
ous goodies instantly and
MPAA-approved box
aB&T 'Watch &WinTrivia
showsanonviolent, bloodGame," with details on
less zombie and is rated
both airing on MTV. Nelson has also distributed "R," while the unrated box (containing an unrated
more than 2.5 million B&T sehool book covers to version of the same movie) shows a blood-imdealers.
bued, gory wmbie.
Nelson certainly isn't the only company doing
Another Magnum promotion concerns
it. Video dealers purchasing two copies ofVestron 'Witch trap," about some ghostbusters trying to
Video's disappointing theatrical feature "Dream rid a haunted house of a vicious warlock. In order
A Little Dream" were au tomatically entered into a to stimulatesales,Magnum has tied in 'Witchtrap"
random drawing for an all-expense-paid trip for withanearlicr, tremendously successful film called
two to the 1989 World Series. Retailers ordering 'Witchboard." Consumers buying "Witchtrap"
four copies were sent a 12-pack of Cracker Jacks alone pay $89.98. Buy "Witchtrap" and "Witch(Vestron has experienced some financial difficul- board" together, and the total price is only $99.98.
ties lately).
One doesn't have to be Sherlock Holmes to figure
No thematic connection whatsoever exists be- out that Magnum probably named its newer featween these films and their co-promoted prod ucts ture 'Witch trap" in order to capi talize on the
- and that isn't necessary or even desired in most earlier populari ty of 'Wi tch board" (a movieabout
commercial tie-ins. All that is necessary is that the teenagers who get into trouble by playing with a
video is marketed with a product that as many Ouija board)-even though the films have nothing
consumersaspossiblewill purchase, thereby guar- to do with each other.
anteeing greater exposure.
As a final note, Warner-Lambert Company
Sometimes, the cross-promotions tie in more (maker of Listerine, Listennint, and Efferdent)
with each other than the movie they are cross- recently offered shoppers a "no purchase necespromoting. Wait Disney Home Video,forinstance, sary" opportunity to wincopiesof"RaidersOfThe
has cross-promoted its classic children's film Los t Ark" and "Indiana Jones And The Temple Of
"Bambi," entering into simultaneous campaigns Doom." All the consumer needed to do was pick
withM&M/Mars and Crest toothpaste. (Custom- upa registration slip and enter the drawing. It's no
ers buying the "Bambi" videocassette and M&M' 5 secret that personal hygiene has never been that
Chocolate Candies and/or Twix Cookie Bars get a much of a biggie to Indiana Jones. He never shaves
free Bambi tOYi those buying "Bambi" and two and his clothes are alwaysdirty, bu tcouldhe really
packages of Crest get a $3 refund.)
have bad breath? It's just too horrible to even
Touchstone Home Video, often touted as the contemplate.
"adult" division of Disney, hasentered into much
the same kind of arrangement with McDonald's.
Junk-food-happychildrenareoffered a free "Roger Fred Hopkins wrote this piece for Dallas Obseroer. It comes
Rabbit Gift" if they buy a copy of "Who Framed to CBW via Altemet.
Roger Rabbit" and a minimum purchase at
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"~ammi Davis, with eru ttn~ sensuality, evOKes
rainbow of entotion ... "

!'

"

-JocJc Krolf, Newsweek

Shrewdly obseroed and
seX1!ally charged, 'The
~alnbow' is Russells
finest work in years, "
-Peter Tn ..rs' Roll'tng Stone
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conlinued from page 22

Portland Recreations Winter Pool
Hours continue through March ,
Reiche Pool (874-8874): Adult Swims
M W F, 7-8 am; T Th Sa, 12-1 pm; MF, 4-6; Open Swims T Th, 3-4:30; Th,
6:30-8 pm, Sa, 1-2:30 pm. Riverton
Pool (874-8456): Adult Swims M-F,
12:15-1 :15pm;Sa, 12-1 pm;MWF,67:30; Open Swims M W , 7:30-9 pm ,
Sa, 1-3 pm ,
Falmouth Community Programs
Open Gym Hours: Open Gym for people
in grades 6-12 Seturdays through Dec
9,1-3 pm at the high school gym; Open
Gym for adults Sundays, through Dec
17,6-8 pm at the high school gym; CoEd Volleyball Tuesdays through Dec
19, 7-9 pm at the middle school gym
($1 for residents , $2 for non-residents);
Aerobics Tue and Thu, 6:15-7:15 pm,
Satat8 :3O-9 :3O am. For more information, call 781-5255.

Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
Hikingand Camping Overnightat Blackwoods Campground in Acadia Dec 23. Sat night dinner is $5 prepaid. For
more information, call Nancy at 7721996 or Eric at 797-8214.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycling, hiking, camping , canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club, Call 774-1118.

Herbs for Female Health Workshop focused on taking careofwomen's
bodies, discussion of herbs useful for
common health problems or imbalances Dec 2, 10 am-3 pm. Cost is $40.
For more information, call 647-2724.
Health Screenings USM Lifeline
offers public blood pressures and
cholesterol screenings Dec 5, 11 am-2
pm and Dec 7, 5-8 pm . All evaluations
are held at the Portland Campus Gymnasium on Falmouth St., Porttand.
Screenings are done on a walk-in basis.
Fees are $6 for cholesterol and $7 for
both . For more information, cal 7804170.

New Year's/Portland Over 200 volunteers are being sought to help welcome in the last decade of the 20th
century. Volunteers are needed for
promotion and production, hanging
posters, constructing stages and seiling tickets. Volunteers earn free admission to all New Year'siPortland
events in exchange for four hours of
service. For more information, call
Maine Arts at 772-90 12.

business opportunHies
catering
child care
dating services

gigs

HELP

CLOCK

SIDE

boats
body & soul

entertainment for hire
flea market"

NESS OFF THE

OUT

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
rtde board
roortVnates
sMlfor safe
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. 101' safe
real estate .• 101' rent

8i11lfoyment

Breaklasi With Santa Santa, holiday activities and live information for
kids of all ages Dec 2, 9-11 am at the
Father Hayes Center, Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Admission is $4 per person
for members of The Children' s MuLet's Talkaboutthe plightofthe homeseum, $5 for non-members. For more
less in Portland, denial of services,
information, call The Children's Mulandlord problems, discrimination,
seum at 797-KITE.
housing issues, affordable housing and
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
support for our brother and sisters on
Children's prodlJction tells the story of
the streets. Public discussion Nov 30,
how an annual pageant is taken over
7 pm at the PROP offices, 222 St. John
by a family of juvenile delinquents. PerSt., Portland. For more information ,
Leg
Alert
Free
health
screening
and
formances are through Dec 3 at the
call Karen at 772-7140 .
educational program for Peripheral ArSchoolhouse Arts Center in Sebago
Credit Counseling Centers, Inc.
terial
Disease
Nov
30,
10
am-3
pm
at
Lake Village - Fri at 7:30 pm, Sat at 2
is a non-profit family financial counselRoyal Ridge Christian Church, Route
and 7 :30 pm and Sun at 2 pm . Tickets
ing center. The counselors provide proOne,
Scarborough.
Screening
is
sponare $4 for adults, $3 for children under
fessional counseling to families needsored by the Osteopathic Hospital of
12. For more information , call 642ing guidance in money management,
Maine and the Southern Maine Area
3743 .
in family budgeting, and in the wise use
Agency on Aging. For more informa- Retired Senior Volunteer Pr....
Magnet Magie Workshop for preof credit. In cases whe re over extengram, R.S .V.P., a program for adults
tion
,
call
879-8035.
school-age children explores the propsion of indebtedness is the major prob60
and
older,
has
fun
and
fulfilling
volWorld AIDS Day Candlelight Vigil Dec
erties of magnets Dec 5, 11 am-12 pm
lem, the agency will attempt to work out
unteer opportunities to offer. Some of
1,
5:30
pm
in
Monument
Square,
folat the Children' s Museum, 746 Stea proper program of orderly debt rethe opportunities include working in
lowed by a gathering at the Chestnut
vens Ave. , Portland. For more informapayment. In so doing , the agency recyour neighborhood to help advertise
Street
United
Methodist
Church,
betion, call 797-KITE.
ognizes both the needs of the family
affordable
the
Phone
Maine
project
for
hind City Hall. Several people will talk
Big Bird and the ABC's Sesame Hypothermia Maine Outdoor Advenand the requirements of creditors and,
telephone rates for all Maine citizens ,
about
AIDS
in
Maine.
Among
the
speakture
Club
monthly
meeting
Dec
6,
7
pm
Street live musical Dec 7-10 at the
when necessary , utilizes other public
helping a local theater by distributing
ers is Kristen Kreamer, a Portland nurse
at the People's Building (second Hoor),
Cumberland County Civic Center in
and private resources . For a oonfidenposters once a month, or a variety of
USM,
who
received
and
professor
at
155
Brackett
St.
,
Portland.
Discussion
Portland. Performances are Dec 7 at 7
tial interview. call 878-2874 or 1-800jobs
in
a
local
hospital.
For
more
infornational honors as one of the 10 recogof the cause and effects of hypotherpm, Dec 8 at 10:30 am and 7 pm, Dec
882-2227.
mation on these or other volunteer
nized
nursing
professionals
working
mia
and
a
slide
show
of
a
winter
ascent
9 at 10 am and 1 pm, Dec 10 at 1 and
Divorce Perspectives Program for
opportunities, call 775-6503.
with HIV infected people. For more
of Mt. Katahdin will be featured. MOAC
4:30 pm . Tickets are $91$7. For more
divorced men and women designed to
Caroling at Mercy Hospital People
information,
call
773-8500
or
774-6877.
Christmas
Party
Dec
8.
For
more
inforinformation, call the Civic Center at
provide assistance and support in
with good voices are needed to share
Health
Screenings
Health
Promomation,
call
7741118.
775-3458.
dealing with the adjustment process
the holiday spirit with patients in nurstion
Program
of
Community
Health
ADK.-AMCWlnterMountaineering
Santa Claus Comes to Town
and becoming aware of divorce as an
ing units at Mercy Hospital. For more
Services sponsors adult health screenSchool Snowshoeing, crampon travel,
Santa's helpers and Santa will appear
opportunity for growth . "Survival · is the
information,
call
the
Center
of
Voluning
for
diabetes,
anemia,
colorectal
ice axe use, day trips, backpacking,
and shower the crowd with prizes and
topic of the mee ting Dec 5 , 7:30 pm at
tary Action Jit 874- 1015.
cancer and high blood pressure. Time
camping and leadership training Dec
candy Dec 9 at 1 pm (Dec 16 in event
Woodfords Congre gational Church ,
American Cancer Society Gift
permitting
,
two
or
more
tests
per
per26-Jan
1.
Three
sections
will
be
ofof severe weather conditions) at the
202 Woodfords St., Portland. Donation
Wrap Volunteers are needed to wrap
son
areavailable
.
Donation
.
Date
,
time
fered
with
bases
in
either
the
White
Portland Museum of Aart, Congress
is $1 .50. For more information, call
gifts
for
this
annual
fund
raiser
to
suplocations
are
as
follows:
Dec
5
,
and
Mountains or the Adirondack MounSquare, Portland. Music and magic
Ingraham Volunteers Hotline at 774port research , education and services
9 :30- 11 :30 am at Congress Square
tains. For more information , send a
and more. For more information, call
HELP .
to cancer patients. The Gift Wrap is
Plaza,
Portland;
Dec
12,
9
:3011
:30
SASE
with
three
first-class
stamps
to
:
775-6148.
scheduled thrugh Dec 23 at the Maine Outright Support group for gay/lesbian
am
at
Oak
Leaf
Terrace,
Freeport;
Dec
Winter
School
AMC,
5
Joy
St.,
Boston
,
Papermaking Workshop Workshop
young people, 22 and younger,m eets
Mall. If you would like to volunteer, call
14, lOam-noon at the Salvation Army ,
MA02108 or ADK, 172 Glen St., Glens
for kids of all ages concentrates on the
weekly . For more informati on , call 774the American Cancer Society at 775Cumberland
Ave
.,
Pordand;
Dec
20,
Falls,
NY
12801
.
embedding process papermaking Dec
HELP or 774-TALK.
5809 or 800-482-0113, or Maria
9:30- 11 :30 am at the Community Build9,10am-12noonattheChiidren'sMuBellesteros at 761 - 1873 during the Support Group for Separated and
ing
in
Windham
;
Dec
27,
9:30-11
:30
seum, 746 Stevens Ave. , Portland. For
Divorced People 35 and over. For
evenings .
am at SI. Ann e's Churc h, Windham.
more information , call 797-KITE.
more information, call 934- 1692.
For more information , call 775-7231
Annual Toy Drive at the Children'S
Smokers Anonymous meeting Monext.
551
.
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
days, 7-8:30 pm at the People's BuildToys are being collected to donate to
ing, 155 Brackett St. , Portland. Sponchildren in need at the museum. For
sored by the Portland W est Neighbormore information, call 797-KITE.
hood Planning Council. For more inforSwimming Lessons Portland Recmation, call 775-0105.
reation 's Aquatic Division is accepting
A_R.T.S...Anonymous (Artists Recovregistrations for the winter session of
ring through the Twel ve Steps) New
Saturday morning swim classes at the
group meets Mondays, 7 pm at the
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave ., PortReiche Community Cente r, Brackett
land. Winter session begins Dec 30
St., Portland.
and continues 10 weeks. For more
MADD Weekly Victim Support
information, call 874-8456.
Group Survivors , their families and all
Children's Museum, 746 Stevens
whose lives have been changed dra Ave ., Portland. Paper Maki ng Exhibit
matically at the hands of a drunk driver
includes paper displays, instructional
may share the emotional afterma th o f
classes on paper making and paper
suc~ a crime with others of the same
making facilities ; Energy Exhibit offers
experience. The group meets Thurshands-on learning using computer
days, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
software, puzzles, demonstration and
Deering St., Portland. For more informore to look at energy use in Maine.
mation, call 773-MADD.
If
you
could
visit
a'lother
planet,
where
would
For more information, call 797- KITE ,
Resolve Support network for infertile
you lilce to go? Let w pretend to talce a long.
Stories for Kids Portland Public lipeople sponsors workshops and supbrary (871 - 1700): Mon, Wed and Fri ,
pon groups. For more information , call
long trip through space.
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
774-4357 or 846-4379.
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am ; Peaks IsPortland Coalition for the Psyland Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10 :15
chiatrically Labeled, a oonsumer
am ; South Portland Public Library (799run self-help group for persons with
2204) : Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
mental illness, holds peer support
yearolds) ; Scarborough Public Library
groups every Tuesday and Wednes1r
t
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
day afternoon 1 :30-2:15. The groups
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
take place at the Portla nd Coalition
t>l_~",;~
year olds); Prince Memorial Library,
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 ,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30
>f.
Portland. For more information , call
am (2 -3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30 am (3Cathie Long at 772-2208.
""reV.
l'TllIII'1 tn!!l!)<;
5 year olds).
Depressive and Manic DepresFlicks for Kids Portland Public li';.
sive Anonymous Support and Inforbrary (871 - 1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
mation group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
SVI),"s_
\
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797Woodfords Congre gational Church,
2915) : Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
202 Woodfords St. , Portland . For more
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3 :15 pm ;
information , call 774-HELP .
South Portland Public Library (799Young Fathers Program at the
2204): Fri, 3 :30-4:30 pm.
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave ., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm . Educational groups
are held on the second Tue sday of
each month . For more information, call
Betsy at 874- 1111 ext. 221 .
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group
for transsexuals ,
crossdressers, their familie s, friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information,
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport,
P.O . Box 17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth Hoor), Portland, lists many
Telemark Instructors Training
support groups around Portland for
One-day intensive workshop Dec 2,
PWAs
and the lovers, caregivers and
8 :30 am at the Appalachian Mountain
friends of PWAs. For more information ,
Club's Pinkham Notch Camp in N.H.
call 774-6877.
For reservations or workshop informa -

WELL

index
animals
anlkJues
auctIOns
audtions
billboard
biz services

use coupon below

deadline: noon Monday
roomma es
ONE ROOMMATE wantec
(female preferred but all
considered)
to
share
beautiful t O,OOOsqft home
on Western Prom. Two
spacious BR adjoining
private bath-@ 700sqft.
Cooperative use of rest of
house. Off-street parking,
plenty of storage space .
Non-smoker, over 30, no
pets and no kids please .
$540 per month includes
utilities. Contact Charles or
Joni at 773-0463.
ONE
FEMALE
non smoking roommate for sunny
spacious
3 - BR
apt .
Hardwood floors, water view
from balcony, Eastern Prom .
$200 includes heat. Avail.
Jan .l , 774-6519.
TWO FEMALE nonsmokers wanted to share
cozy home . Mi nutes to
Willard Beach , S Portland.
Fireplace , w i d , storage .
Large BR $280, smaller BR
$250 , each pays third
utilities . Or, one female
takes both rooms for $500
plus utils. No ferrets or cats .
Call 767-6334.
RESPONSIBLE
non smoking female seeking
same to share convenient
a pt. intown . Off-street
parking , 1/ 2 sec. and $175
per mo . Call Pam at 7 723028, leave message.
ONE FEMALE roommate
non smoker for sunny
s pacious 3 -BR apt. HW
Floors ,
waterv i ewfrom
balcony , Eastern Prom . $200
per month includes heat.
Avail Jan 1.
MATU8E
MINDED
Female to share with same .
2 - BR
du plex
near
Osteopathic Hosp . Great
yard & parking . $225 plus
utils, nice environment &
occasional potlucks . Nonsmoking. 761-2973.
WHY NOT SHARE a
completely furnished home in
in Buxton? Nestled in acres
of farmland, this home with
garage is $250 month plus
half low utilities . Avail. now,
please call 929-5834.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
27 plus to share 2-BR apt. in
S Portland $187.50 per
month plus utils.& deposit.
No smoking or pets. Avail.
12- 1, 774-5287.

YARMOUTH FORESIDE
rt 88 , chern-free home.
18x30 room with private
entrance and woodstove .
Share kitchen, bath, and
laundry room. Sunny house
on high, wooded ridge. $390
includes heat and utilities .
846-9038.
SOBER, non - smoking
roommates needed for large
3 -BR apt. on Portlands West
End. HW firs, deck and living
room
with
fireplace .
Separeate kitchen and
pantry gives lots of space .
$172 per mo. plus heat and
utilities and deposit. Call
Andy at 874-0226. Friend of
BiIiW.
GM WANTED to share 4BR
home
in
nice
ne ighborhood off Brighton
Ave starting 12-1. $250 plus
d e posit
and
u til i t ies.
Amenities include WID, DW ,
and large deck with pool. Call
Michael at 774-0712
RESPONSIBLE roommate
wanted to sh are 3- BR apt,
large and spacious, HW firs,
avail. through 12- 15. Please
call 871 - 1537.
ROOMMATE wanted for 3BR house in Falmouth . Large
yard , W ID, trees. 15 min .
from town . Some tloerance
of noise and a little dog
necessary . $187 .50 per
month plus. 878-8734.

NEWLY RENOVATED
one and two bedroom apts.
from $400 per month, call the
Portland Management Co. at
774-6363
APARTMENT RENTAL
Specialists! Apts , houses,
condos . Many listings
available. Owners listings
welcome, open 7 days .
Gilman St. 2-BR, clean , on
busline, some furnishings.
$435 plus. 767-8106 or 7752066.
WESTBROOK
2-BR
carpeted ,
modern
appliances, sunny and
spacious, off-street parking ,
on bus line, $495 plus
utilities . Ready now l Call
865-4616
S. PORTLAND sunny,
clean one and two BR apts.
Wall to wall carp e ting ,
laundry, parking. Sorry, no
pets . $450-495 per month,
799 -9265.
NICE remodeled 3-BR apt
Convenient location , $550
plus utilities. 772-7080
PEAKS ISLAND waterfront , year- round rental.
Large deck , living room,
kitchen , bedroom , parking,
ten-minute walk to ferry .
$550 per month including
utilities . 780-4801 or 7665103.
WESTBROOK l - BR apt. in
nice reSidential area. Private
entrance , parking , no pets.
$495 includes all. 854-0475.
PINE POINT Scarboro ,
ONE OF A KIND space ,
near ocean , furnished
5000 sq. ft. High ceil ings ,
efficiency w/color cable TV,
brick walls, heavy timbers,
$290 inc. utils. 2-BR apt.
available for
functions,
w /color cable TV , large
rehearsals, filmings, etc.
Short or long term, 774-3366 kitchen , bath, from $450 inc.
utils . Now through June 15.
207-883-4430.
NEAR MMC, l-BR apt,
ARTISTS'
shower, 2nd fI, $350 per mo .
STUDIO SPACE
plus utils. 1 months security ,
At last a downtown historic
references , quiet bldg . Call
building devoted to artists772-6958 leave message or
sculpturs, photographers
and an related people at
846- 1069.
affordable rates of $135MALL AREA efficiency
$275 per month for rooms
apt. combo living room,
and suites (includes heat
bedroom , kitchen, bath. All
water and electricity) .
utilities included, cable HBO,
R~<?ms feature views, tin
ceilings, plaster walls,
private entrance, parking .
hardwood floor. and
Quiet one adult non -smoker,
painters sinks. Security
$410 per monlh plus deposit.
oriented. Renting fast.
Call 883-6870.
Join other Portland artists
at Th. Arllsts Studios

799·7890

Mr~tV'iY~'~L~N[d

-.

or call Mark Kelleher at 775·6601
muslca
musIc essons

PEAKS ISLAND winter
rental, 3 bdrm. cottage, view,
woodstove, quiet. $450 plus.
Year Round rental: 3-plus
bdrm. , oil heat, close to
school and village . $600
plus. Ralph Ashmore Realty
772-6992.
PEA'KS
ISLAND fully
furnished Victorian cottage.
Winter rental, great view of
Portland, 4 minutes to ferry .
2-BR plus study, woodstove .
Great opportunity
to
experience is land living .
766-2385

CUSTOM BUILT electric
guitar. Chandler neck and
body, black with black
hardware. Floyd Rose,
Duncan Humbucker, and two
Dimarzios. $500 or best
offer, 772-0208. 1019
FENDER GUITARS from
$199, Martin Sigmas $199,
Ovations from $225, used
Marshalls, Les Pauls from
$599, Kramers, BC Richs ,
many guitars from under
$100, sound and reoording
systems. Trades welcome .
Friendly River Music, 612
Congress St, 879-0292
VINTAGE
GUITAR
round-up in Dallas, Texas!
World's largest v intage guitar
show. John and Duncan are
WEST END The W illiam going, place your orders
Kilby
Block
Victorian now! Wholesale prices on
rowhouse condos . All prices v intage
and
used
reduced 20%-30% Unit 27-3 i nstruments and amps.
was $86900 now$69900. 27- "riendly River Music, 61 2
2 was $102900 now $79900. ~ongre ss St, 879-0292
31-2 was 189900 now
149900. Call owner today at
774-0953.

WHOLISTIC
MUSIC
Studio: Voice, piano, and
keyboard fessons . Suzuki
piano, children and adults.
Adult beginners and reslarters gleefully encouraged! 773-8250

PIANO LESSONS with
NY-trained pianist/composer
Eliott Cherry. All ages and
levels. Looking forward to
the smile on your childs face!
Adults welcome. Call 7722442.

-
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THE BEST CHRISTMAS
you can give your family is a
new horne. When you make a
$500 deposit on your new
home between now and
Christmas 1989 Showcase
Homes will match your
deposit and issue you a gift
certificate for the totaf $1000
to put under your tree . Turn
your rent money into an
investment in a real home of
your own for as little as $15 a
day, anywhere in Maine.
Model homes open at Turner
Plaza, Turner, Rt 302,
Naples. For more information
call toll-free 1-800-344-6552.
Showcase Homes Inc,
Turner, ME.

catering
SINATRA, CEL TICS,
The Dead , we've catered
them . Now we're available to
cater
for
you!
Call
Bellybusters Catering and
join the most prestigious list
of clients in New England.
934-0822.
AVOID ·Sunday Classified
Cfutter". Call the CBW Classified Hodine: 775-8601 .

*EXCLUSIVE*

BERLIN TEE SHIRT

MAINE
EMPORIUM
Meet
Mildred "Brownie"
Schrumpf
author of
"Memories from
Brownie's Kitchen"
Sat_ Dec_ 2nd, 1989
85 York SI. Portland
871-0112

I

tOOl i;l 1.1. •

NO WALL

PAINTING & DRAWING
lessons . Private or small
group. Rhode Island School
of Design graduate wants
you to explore and develop
your talents . 874-6421.

~
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Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consutt the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free asa public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads lhat seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual conlent CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON
section.
PERSON TO PERSON edvertisers MUST either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
information in AD FORM). All informalion
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers Is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or ed~ ads due to Inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which H may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

'~oupon
theCBW
ct.stned

Potlcy before
completeing his

form . Write legibly
or type, and use
additional paper
if necessary.

t

If you derive regular income
from the subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7_00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add'i word
.15
_21
CBW Box Service
3,00
5.00

MESSAGE: _________________________________________________

COMPLETE THIS FORM

& MAIL OR

DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. tt will be held in strict confidence.
NAME ___________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY _____________________
STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ __
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENl:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ TOTAL WORDS: _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)

+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT ___ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN

Check

Mastercard

Money Order _____
Visa

Credit Card II

+-----+-------

Expiration~D~at::e.;;;;;;;;;;;;r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;_. . I
"'------x ______

t
I -

TOTAL ENCLOSED
_________________________________________________
__

..._...
_ ...
__

~_~~_~_~_~~~_~_

__..._-_.li

~_-_-

NolJCnb.,. 30,1989
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SWM looking for attractive DWF-Failed 'Relationship
METAPHYSICAL Read- LOVING Irom the Heart,
SWF 18-27. Searching for a 201' (well, not that many)
ings lrom a spiritual perspec- Dec . 9-10 , 1989 . An
real woman who wants to be guess I never took the SALES REP·looking for a
tive oller insight and practi- experiental workshop aimed
treated like a goddess. This prerequisite 'Dating 101 '. person to sell really great Tcal application regarding at clarifying the myths vs .
Zeus is interested in finding Requirements: male, 30s, shirts for my company. Must
your current energy field, lile reality of 'unconditional love'.
a lover and a friend. If you clean and sober, must like be energetic, hardworking,
lessons, past lives, personal Clear gudelines are given to
want your head in the clouds children . Some experience and want to make money .
symbols and archtypes. help integrate that love in
This could be Fff or Pff.
of Mt. Olympus, write to me. required. CBW Box 488.
Tarot readings also avail- your life. Time : 9-5, $85. Call
SWM
31 6-2,
165, Company is new and offers
CBW Box 515.
883-4570.
able, call Regina at 729DWM
33 5-11, 190, attractive, non-smoker, non- the best printed T-shirts in
INTEGRATIVE rebirthing .
Adventurous, New England. Call 799-7155
0241.
honest, easygoing , who drinker.
SELF HYPNOSIS to stop Rebirthing is a powerful yet
enjoys sports , dining , sensitive, great sense of and leave message. Thanks.
YOUNO,HEAVENL~OODDESS
smoking, control weight, gentle breathing process
dancing, camping, traveling humor. Cop. Enjoy outdoors, ELECTRICIAN Maine
seeks intelligent, hungry, human male
stress, lears, insomnia, which assists you in
and motorcycles. Looking movies, underwater barbe- licensed only apply. Must be
pain. Enhance creativity , integrating difficult feelings
lor mutual worship. Must be willing to sit
for a SWF or DWF with similar cues, living. Would like to personable, flexible, abfe to
concentration , etc. Greater and emotions. In day to day
up and beg. I will provide you with earthly
interests for some good meet slim SF 21 -31 for think on your feet, make
stress
and
Portland
house-calls living,
friendship or possibly long instant decisions. Call for
and non-earthly delights. I wilileed you
times. CBW Box 518.
available. For lree brochure suppressed emotions lead to
GM, 6-3, 175, bearded , relationship . Photo and appointment 797~195.
.
grapes,
pour
the
champagne,
and
read
call 772-2442. Eliott Cherry , constricted breathing . During
hairy, into old movies , new phone please . C BW Box RELIABLE PERSON for
to
you
lrom
'Winnie
the
Pooh'.
11
you
suck
the
process
of
rebirthing
,
R.
Hy.,
Certilied
music, dancing, sea breeze, 521.
vegetarian cooking and
on my toes, I will give you reason to live .
freer and fuller breathing
Hypnotherapist.
moonlight, good food. I'm HELLO. Interested in personal care. Call 761-5887
Respond
with
sell-portrait
in
any
medium
.
ONGOING JUNGIAN helps to release old traumas
seeking other GM 25-40 with making friends and more . or 773-3275.
Dream group now has and increase the flow of life
CBW Box 535.
similar interests. t990 could Singfe nice man , thirty ,
openings lor new members. In your body . Rebirthing
be the year! Send phone honest, sincere, growing,
results
in
increased
Meets weekly on Thursday
ACCOUNT EXEC.
If you hav.placed an ad in theCaICO Bay Weekly perscnalsyour
number and photo to get first respectful , able to be selfThe ideal candilate fOl a poswn
evenings. For further relaxation, alivness , and a
ad Is automati call Yentered in the PERSONAl OF T~ E W~ contest
response . PO Box 6101 , reliant, varied interests, infor
that
week.
We
are
looking
for
ads
that
are
.creative,
Witty
and
fun.
on 01.< display ~vertisi1g sales
level
of
self inlormation please call 772- new
doors-outdoors. Seeking
Falmouth , 04105.
Winners will receive their tickets In the mall.
team is self-motivated, o~an~ed,
6031 or 883-4989 or 883- acceptance . Call Edna for
SWM 26, 5-5, sincere, woman of similar vein. I have
3lfe \) communicate a sales
more info at 773-2694.
4979.
attractive, funloving profes- much to give, would yoyu
message effediYely ard experien<ed
PSYCHIC READINGS by
me?
CBW
like
to
share
with
sional. Enjoys quiet times
.. media safes. Assume an existi1g
some ,
Jan Moody. Tarot cards ,
and partying with a funloving Box 522.
tenioly wih strong ~wth potertia\.
WH
S MY Prince
cfean,
un ,
seeks
HELP
ME
SWM
25,
I
want
to
Karmic horoscopes. Consult
Base safaJy, c:ommlSSOn, benefits.
affectionate and honest
Charming? I've been looking
submissive lemale for light
Send Olver letter ard resume \):
someone who cares . By
femafe . Looking for a share my spare time with a
around Portland and I
B+D . Limits respected.
appointment or mail , call 725G~Santanielo, Plbisher,
companion with a good sell- rabbit who looks like a fox .
haven't found him yet. Are
Casco
Weekly, 187 C\arIl St.,
Send photo and phone to
8226. For Iree brochure write
image. A plus if into physical Looking for a woman who is Portiard, M 04102. No caIs please.
you him? The man on the
PO Box 1, Topsham, Me. COMPUTER MANUAL in white steed shoufd have CBWBox476.
fitness . Please send photo if 5-8, so when she puts on 3heefs I still will be an inch
04086
available. CBW Box 516 .
English. Kindergarten clear dark, sensous looks, be GWM 2S, 6-1,165, here's
THERAPEUTIC massage or your money back. Hard single 25-32 and have a something different : I
AZ! When are we going to taller when we go out to cut
Remember how to relax.
disk, batch files, all you need sense of humor and appreciate nature and
New Hampshire again? SC the rug . CBW Box 524.
Charlene Telenar, certified to know in lay verbiage. Our adventure. If you have my sincere, trustworthy people
was asking . Can I see 'em? LONELY DWM late 30s
massage therapist, member DOS ABC's disk prints your missing glass slipper write who know what real
Pfease-no ice cubes this wuld like to meet down-toAMTA. Thinking about gift- manual as you learn. $850 and include phone number. friendship is and that has to
time.
Should I bring my earth woman 35-45 who is
come before anything else.
caring, honest, romantic.
giving? Gift-certificate
ppd by return mail. Specify CBWBox528.
camera? Sincerely, me ....
PRINTMAKER looking for
speciall Holidays stressful? disk size. Lively Press, RFD TIS THE SEASON to be Together and stable but just
HELP! SINGLE WHITE Looks not important, tired of
press to rent on daify or
Put yourself on your list! By 2, Box 368, Limerick, ME , jolly ..... this SWF 26 would recently coming to grips
boy, creative, sensitive, high being lonely. CBW Box 523
with myself. Not into bars or
hourly basis. Barbara 767ARE
THERE
ANY
fun,
appointment, 854-3943.
cheeks and sling -shot
like deck the halls with a drugs. Not promiscuous.
04048.
MASSAGE a combination PORTRAITS
happy, single guys left out 4136.
for the SWM 24-30 who has a sense
briefs,
seeks
female
ARTIST WILL TRADE
of therapeutic massages, holidays . A unique gift in of humor, a sense of Honest, generous, loyal,
dominatrix for candlelight, there? This happy , attract- work for a place to live until
modalities, using a variety of charcoal or pastel , from life adventure and some yuletide straight in appearance and
ive , funloving SWF 37 would
benedictine,
and
brandy
June . Murals, general
oils and ointments . Gift or a photograph of you, your cheer. Lets toast with actions , good-looking ,
accompanied by ritualistic love to meet you . CBW Box painting, housekeeping.
Certificates available. Linden child, or pet. Contact Lenora champagne and find the affectionate but not
525.
masochistic reading of the
effeminate, fooking for
Call Laurie at 774-6580.
Thigpen, Certilied Massage at 767-4156.
mistletoe. Write including
Ollie North trials . Hit me on LOW RISK HIGH YIELD WANT TO BUY a
same
21
-33
.
Some
Successful entrepreneur ,
Therapist, New Images, 142 HOUSEKEEPING I am a phone to CBW Box 527.
the
right
side
of
the
brain
Nordiktrak Cross Country
High St, across from the hardworking person able to OUTDOOR enthusiast: five interests include: outdoors,
where it hurts. I need SWM 26, intelligent ,
skiing machine . Call 799educated
,
handsome
,
6'
,
Sonesta . By appointment. clean weekly or bi-weekly. I friends, all SWM 27-32 , coast, travel , gardening,
sympathy, sex, and change
hiking,
photography,
775-4010.
also do services just fOJ the looking for SWFs 25-35 for camping , music, quiet
for the toll booth . To Ms . 175, caring , sens itive , 1085.
GIFTS OF LOVE 10 r week. I am thorough, reliable outdoor activities and
Right f will bring copies of lonely . Desires passionate
children and seekers of all and have reasonable rates . friendship. Should also enjoy times, doing nothing ,
Casco Bay Weekly rolled up relationship with professional
ages. Find carelully sefected Good references. Call Lisa dining out, quiet evenings, driving to nowhere .
and held between my teeth . woman 23-35 , intelligent ,
Intelligent
but
not
books, toys, calendars, oils, at 773-2732.
moonlit walks , and life's intellectual. Down to earth.
If I bark, I drop it and you attractive, shapely-to share
Chinese temple bells and CLEANING SERVICE simpler pleasures . Nonbeat me. Come celebrate life experiences, good times , ski
rellex balls, T-shirts, cards, you can trust . Regular basis smoking, in dependant and a lonely like you, normal guy
with me. I like foreign movies weekends at mountain
dreidles, all at Maybe or special occasion , insured sense of humor a must. in spite of this long ad! Give
and rabbit food. I like the condo . Photo appreciated ,
it a chance, I did. There's
Someday .. .195 Congress St and
bonded .
Call Reply individually or with nothing to lose. CBW Box
symphony and the soul. I CBW Box 526.
between Levinskys and Neighborhood Grime Watch , friends for a get-tog ether.
like to spend weekend nights
Whole Grocer, 773-3257, 10- 797-3647.
Send phone and your 470.
MWM 40 professional, at home. There we can body
6 daily, O.S.!
COMPUTER Assistance : interests to CBW Box 530 .
slam . Inverse and reverse
handsome
DRAWING: Learning to spreadsheet, data base and GWF 30 ATTRACTIVE, educated,
.lo... I"e·
grapple like 'The Night of the
business-man
with
weekly
See . Cfasses begin Jan . design applications for small funloving pagan. SpiritualM.I .. Io ..... oo
Flying Scissors'. Respond
overnights
to
Portland
area
8& 10, Mon. eves . or Wed. business ; develop report personal growth oriented .
"oMo,offlc.,
with photo and change for
eves. 5:30-8:30 pm , 10 week formats , set-up customer Caring , honest, sensitive , seeks special intimate toll-booth . CBW Box 520
condo. 1..
Gay? L....ia ..?
friendship with married ,
Join thaullUlds of lcabianl and WSWM 34, physically ,
ozl.,lor p.I .. I.
session . Tuition : $250 . lists , design logos and loves the ocean, dancing, divorced or single woman .
men in Mame. Sublaibc to Our
emotionally , and spiritually
Write : K. Boldt, 19 Birch marketing materials, call Tom dining out, movies, sports. Mutual respect, discretion
I"e, pIUM.tI"e,
.--per. For &t\Oaanq:Kc aDd.abtc:ription into-ptd: (mailed in •
aware; honest and attractive
Knolls , Cape Elizabeth, at Computer DeSigns : 871- Looking for woman with and
olo.Irl •• I, ra·
understanding
plUl cnwlopc) ",ril t to:
professionaf , looking for a
simifar
interests
for
Maine, 04107 or call 799- 1430.
Modon"e. R••••
OLlr Paper Dqlt. Z
COLLEGE STUDENT with friendship/romance . CBW assured. CBW Box 482.
woman equally interested in
5728 .
0 ..." •• r.I •• I
P.O.Box 10144
GWM
28
hi
,
I'm
an
embraci.t>g life. CBW Box
Portland, Maine 04104
HEALING the CHILD truck availabfe to do odd Box 529.
87.·70••
attractive professional in the
50&.
Within Group forming , a 10 jobs. Very handy and can fix SEEKING slightly zany ,
S. Maine area. I'm inter sted SWF 33 energetic, outweek workshop utilizing most anything . Excellent attractive, fit , fu nloving
in-music, travel, porls, gay doors oriented, with flexible
hypnosis, guided imagery, references . Call anytime , woman who is romantic,
nightlife, hiking the Maine schedule , seeks emotionally
and dreamwork to heal the night or day. 774-2159 , leave down to earth and has the
coast, etc. I'm hoping to healthy SM who likes himself
message
Shall
usual
human
foibles.
child within. Facilitators are
we dance the night away, hit meet other GWM for and is able to laugh at life's
Rev. Stephan MacHugh, MA,
friendship and to enjoy little annoyances. CBW Box
M. Div ,
and
Joanne REMODELING By Vision the slopes or just talk heartcommon interests together.
MacH ugh, BSW, LSW. Call Crafters. Let us add the to-hsart? Grandmothers rec- I'm easy-going and have a 508
change that can make your ommend me highly! This OW
MWM 30, thin , attractive,
77..4-2550.
good sense of humor, hope
WANTED: 65 people to house your home. Kitchens, prof. male awaits your photo to hear from you! C BW Box adventurous , seeks that
''The Dating Service That Cares"
perfect MWF for discreet and
lose up to 30lbs in 30 days bathrooms, tile work, floor and phone. CBW Box 531
485.
passionate fun . RememberYo u 've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
for under $100 . Doctor infays , repairs, additions. HANDSOME SBM, pro- WANTED:
TALL, forbidden fruits are the
As the o ldest dating service in N.E .• we have
recomended,
100 % Charles Fredricks, 773-0463. fessional , 30, 6', 170, noneducated SWM 28-36 who sweetest... .. CBW Box 301.
HAIL
MARY
typing
smoker, athletic, into skiing,
guaranteed, call Mom-Fri 10introduced thousands o f singles with caring
on
my
can
put
the
star
service. Don't pass this up! sailing and travel. Looking
CREATIVE, professional , co ncern and affordable rates. Why not you?
6.207-774-8784 .
Christmas
tree
without
using
successful SWM is seeking
FIND COMPATABILITY We will type your resumes, for a nice lady for a
a stepstool. Skills in popcorn
W e're not just another
in relationship/companion . If term papers, law briefs, relationship . All letters stringing a definite plus , but a woman who is not afraid of
dating service .
personalized
multiple
letters,
being
intelligent.
I
enjoy
bars or dating services
welcome. CBW Box 532.
willing to train. Non-smokers
We' re Compatibles.
aren't for you , send SASE for engineering reports, pfays NEW to the unattached only (we don' want to set the reading , art, jazz, and
Call [or a free
application-information on and scripts. I type nearly scene . Under 40 female , tree on fire). fnterviews are vibrant conversation. If you
are interested in quality time
mail-match service. Minimal 100 words per minute-quick open for new quality people
consu}t;Jtion.
being conducted immed- with an intelligent, caring ,
turnaround
~me.
Pickup
and
fee . Personal Choice, PO
in my life. Varied interests. iately with this tall SWF
767-1366
Box 2458 , S. Portland , delivery available, call 774- Hungry for new experiences , ell.... bring your own star. sensible person then we
Portland
should
5410.
meet.
CBW
Box
509.
04106.
unconditionaf hugs are a CBW Box 484.
WOMENS
WEEKLY FACIALS: Organic aloe must. Need one? Write CBW MWF LOOKING for a SWF 38 & SWM 41 in
783-1500
great shape looking for new
support group dealing with vera products. Face scrub, Box 511 .
Auburn
couple or female companion experience and adventure
inner-child, ACOA , abuse mask, herbal steam, black- SWF 33 spirited profesfor
warm
friendship
and
getwith BiWF ready for
Always imilated but never equaled.
issues ,
relationships , head-whitehead, and excess sionaf , into adventure and
togethers, who enjoy dining
wholistic well ness and sell- oif removaf plus a foot masgrowth , seeks sensitive, out, watching home movies . something similar. Chem empowerment -$20 per sage. Enjoy a thoroughly Intellectual SWM 26-45 for Will answer all , CBW Box free , sane , sensible . Send
brief note with phone
session . Facillitates by Doris clean face. Joni at 773-0463
hugs and potential romance .
467.
Bell, RNC . Individual
If you're emot ionally SINCERE, SENSITIVE, number. CBW Box 512.
sessions by appointment.
avaifable and you love to shy DWM , 30s , 6-2, 190, FAIRLY HANDSOME,
Call 883-4570.
laugh , why not share a winter good-faa king with old - fairly intell igent gentleman
seeks his fair lady . He is
adventure with me. CBW Box
fashioned values , athletic, early thirties, into the beach ,
514 .
professional yet fun-loving ,
BiWF 24 idealistic, healthy, seeks friendship with slim, biking , outdoors and
attractive, professional and attractive , mature female nightlife. She is 25-32 ,
chem-free interested in possessing simifar qualities intelligent, stubborn, romanIndividual. adolescent group
meeting BiW couple with the who enjoys good con- tic and active . Please
therapy. pain management
same descriptive qualities versation, dining out , respond with photo and
group, now offered by
for a romantic friendship. reading , and spontaneity . phone. CBW Box 513.
Linda DickSon1 RN
Letter, phone, and photo Non-smoker please. Photo ATTRACTIVE DWF 54,
535 Oc.an AV••
gets response. CBW Box appreciated . You won't be 5-7, 165, excellent health,
seeks
honest
male
portland, 772-5581
405.
disappointed! CBW Box 504. companion 50-6- to share
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
dance, camp, dine-out,
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
movies , fun, wafks on beach ,
Being single in Maine can
1fie
CLASSIFIED. non-smoker, moderate
COUNSELOR
CHARGE
be fun again . \Nhy wait ~fi
drinker. Full photo , write PO
any longer? call
.li.!UL',
Problems? lonely? Bored?
BY. . • - ••
Box t485, Portland , Me ,
1he
Personal
Thuch
.
let's correspond and work it out together. ,
PHO_t'-!~ .
04104.

PERSONAL
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nner
receives two free m

com limentsof the Maine Mall Cinema!
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

* psycmc

Also, psychic readinQs available. Send $5 to:
Connie Verrill
495 River Rd~ '8-. Windham ME 04062
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31 EXchangeS! .. Portlard. ME 0410 1
7731688

1987 SUBARU GL 40k
miles, 5-spd, am-fm, dents
on one side, otherwise in
great condition. $2800, call
773-7468 .
1982 HONDA CIVIC 4dr silver sedan, 70k miles,
excellent condition, $2650.
773-5013.
1985 VW GTI A I C ,
sunroof, am-fm , new tires,
brakes, shocks, exhaust.
Sticker, runs like new,
$4500. 772-7317
1979 CHEVY PICKUP
V-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck,
runs great, must sell soon .
$1500 . or best offer, 7740692 or 775-7926 ask for
Erik.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984
Highway miles, well maintained. Cap, sliders ,
aluminum wheels,. $3500. or
best offer. 772-3258.
1987 FORD ESCORT GL
4-dr, 5-spd , sunroof, AM-FM,
elec. side mirrors, security
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel
valve) . 33000 miles ,
excellent condition, $3900 .
Call Del 766-5153 or 7767497.
1982 SUBARU sedan red, 4-dr, PW, PS, PB, AC ,
some rust, 129,000 miles ,
$1000 or best offer. Must
sell , 665-3433 .
1985 FORD RANGER
with cap, 5-speed, 4-cyl ,
$1650 or best offer. 7727660.
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr
nice condition , 2-litre, duai
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust
$2500 or best offer. 6372384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity
S/W. Newly rebuilt engine ,
98K, $2600. 82 Dodge 400
82K, $1600. Both cars wellmaintained , good shape
inside and out. Make offers ,
777-6904 .
1987 JEEP COMANCHE
4-cyl , 4-wheel drive sport
truck. Power steering, power
brakes , AM-FM , black ,
moderate highway miles ,
never
plowed ,
good
condition. Good deal at
$6000. Call 772-5304.
1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM-FM cassette ,
sunroof, 38 ,000 miles ,
selling for $3600, far below
what you 'd pay on a car lot.
Compare at $5000. 879-7037

eves.
84 MERCURY LYNX
excel-lent condition, 2-dr
hatchback, light grey, 4-spd,
asking $2000 please call the
Goodwins at 761 -7003.
1989 F-150 XL T Lariat
SuperCab pickup With air and
.Ioaded, 5-spd , 15k miles ,
bed liner, excellent shape,
$10000 or best offer. 8833962 days or 883-6496 after
6PM
1986 SIERRA 1500
GMC pickup, pwr sterg &
brks, stereo, $3500 or best
offer, 883-3962 days or 8836496 after 6 PM.
BUY
YOURSELF a
Christmas pres .. nt. 1972
Chevy pickup, 48500 original
miles. Must sell $450. 7739728, leave message.
198~ DATSUN 210 MPG
2-dr sedan , 5-spd, 96k, new
front brakes, new sticker,
original owner, records
available. $695. 623-8752,
leave message or keep
trying eves .
85 TOYOTA COROLLA
SR5, red, 2-dr sports coupe.
5-spd , AM -FM cassette
stereo , great condition,
$2200. Must sell, call eves .
642-2186 .
82 DATSUN 210 73k 4spd, good condition , new
brakes , new battery , new
sticker. Must sell $950 or
best offer, 883-8954.
1981 JEEP CJ-7 hardtop ,
6-cyl , 40k, AM-FM-cassette,
center console , summer
bikini top. Looks good, runs
great, rust-proofed . Must
sell, no reasonable offer
refused . 671 -8293.
1979 DODGE ASPEN
good condition, power
steering , power brakes, tilt
steering AlC, AM-FM stereo,
must sell-best offer . 7736409 nights after 5 :30 and
weekends.
1980
CALIFORNIA
Corv-ette, white, T-Top ,
telescope and tilt-wheel.
Needs interior work, good
engine . Compare around ,
and bfue book price. $7000.
Calf John, 874-0542

1979 CHEVY CAPRICE
Landau roof, 4-dr, AC,
cruise, stereo, new tires ,
battery, aft. Good condition,
with new sticker. $t 000 or
best offer. 775-6586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX
CC, AC, all power, AM-FM
cassette/equalizer, excellent shape, high miles, $2800
or best offer. 82 Pontiac
Phoenix, 6-cyl, CC, AM-FM,
77000 mifes,
excellent
shape . $1000 or best offer.
Tim, 879-7038 or 770-3738.
1985 TOYOTA Corolla
GTS. 5-spd, air, sunroof, fun
car. $4550 or best offer.
772-2919 or 773-8589.
1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr,
99,800 miles, $600. Call 7619450 after 6 :30.
1987 FORD F-350 I-ton
truck with stake bed .
Transferable life-time rustproof warranty . 30,000 miles,
$12,500, call 874-8529 M-F
or 787-2t87 nights or week
ends .
MUST SELL 1981 Pontiac
Grand Lemans . V-6 with : ac,
cc, ps, tw, pb, pw, JVC
stereo cassette , new
sticker. Very clean, $1500 or
best offer. 774-6496 Or 7755717
CHEVY CAVALIER 1986
4-dr, auto, AMlFM , AlC, rust
proof, low mileage, recent
muffler, excellent condition,
$4500. Call 654-8246.
1988 TOYOTA 4 x 2
excellent condition . 14,000
miles, Brahma Cap, slide
Windows , rust-proofing, AMFM stereo, asking $7200 .
Don, 839-4567 eves. please .
74
PLYMOUTH 2-dr
hardtop, S-6, low miles, 55k,
inspection sticker, body
excellent inside and out, new
battery and tires, torsion bar
needs welding . Best offer,
774-6571.
1989 FORD PROBE GT
Turbo. Loaded with every
option including CD player,
red with red interior. Must
sell, buying house. Call Dam
at 774-5626 or 865-3058
1985 SAAB 9OO-s 4-door,
5- speed, sun-roof , air
conditioning . AM-FM Clarion
Cassette, 68 K miles , cruise
control, heated seats, all
electric, fog lights. Excellent
condition, $7900. 774-0004
77 VW RAIfBIT diesel,
impeccable maintenance
record, near mint condition ,
cloth in-,erior, 4-dr , 4-spd ,
AM -FM cassette with
equalizer, luggage rack,
optional winter tires & rims,
incredibly clean . Avg 45
mpg, $1495 firm . 764-2739.

QUEEN SIZE waterbed
with
mirrored
head board/bookcase. Six drawers in base. Complete with
heater, mattress , padded
frame. $350 or best offer.
846-9583
REFRIGERATOR
13
cubic ft. almond Kelvinator, 9
years old, clean aM in good
shape except for freezer
door problem , good secono
or camp refrigerator. $50 ,
please call 774-5910 days .
SOLOFLEX
weight
machine . Includes feg- and
fly -machine. The total at
home workout. Its been used
but not abused . Asking
$900, leave message at 7992119.
OKIDATA Microline 393
printer, top of the line.
Software, extra fonts, and
ribbons. Cost $1400, tested
but never used, $850. Call
846-3397.
ORIENTAL
RUG
Authentic, new, beautiful
hand-woven Kashmir rug .
Pure wool. 6'x4', similar ones
retail for $1700, bargain
priced at $850 . Must sell ,
773-7988.
ERNIE POOK'S Comeek
and Marlys fans , .... Lynda
Barry has created at-shirt
just for Marlys. Show your
friends where you went this
summer "visit Marlys' World
and Universe + Galaxy-.
Shirts are 100% cotton with
black ink. In adult SM , MED,
LG and XLG sizes. Send
check or money order for
$12.95 to : Greylag, P.O. Box
99093-CB , Seattle, WA
98199-0093 . Get on our
mailing list too ....

77 AMC HORNET wagon,
good sticker, runs well , a
true classicI $350, call 8831473.
1984 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS, loaded, 46k,
new muffler & shocks,
excellent condition. $5500 or
best offer, 773-2577.
SCHOOL BUS for sale .
Ideal spare route bus,
church bus or camper
conversion . Seats 28 kids or
17 adults, $1750. Call Mark
at 774-5721 days or 7733654 eves.
1980 VW SCIROCCO 4spd , 103k, 2 new radials,
runs well, some rust. $475 .
647-5028 after 6PM.
1988 TOYOTA Tercel , 5spd, 7500 miles, perfect
condition .
Want
an
automatic. 679-1869 eves.
1985 BUICK RIVIERA
fully loaded, excellent
condition, call 879-1869.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL
coupe It. blue, 65k, great
shape. Asking $6500, call
797-4673.
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU
to stop being shiftless, get
into gear with this standard
trans. V-6 , 1981 Malibu
wagon. New sticker, runs
strong , looks good. $950
shifts ownership . 657-2454.
1987 OLDS CUTLASS
Ciera-A/C, power windows,
AM-FM stereo , c ruise, tilt,
car phone optional. 58k ,
excellent condition , $5500,
call 878-2748.
1984 VW JETTA 4-dr, 5spd , sunroof, blue cloth
i nterior, fine condition ,
asking $3375. Call 761 2595, messages returned.
1979 FORD FAIRMONT
wagon, 4-spd , 4-cyl , good
transportation. $695 or best
offer. Step-up QH trailer,
good condition , $900 or best
offer. 929-6956.
MUST SELL 1983 Renault
Alliance . 5-spd, sunroof ,
always
starts,
Call
high
mileage
but $950
runs .great,
773-5573.
1975 DODGE DART slant
six, 4-dr, new battery , and
snow tires . Runs great,
ready for winter , recent
sticker , solid body, very
rei iable transportation .
Asking $650, cafl Rob at 7675700 days or 773-0886

1987 FORD BRONCO,
exc. cond., power package,
cruise control, running
boards with fights , tire rack,
AlC, 36k, $13000, 829-3297
eves .
1988 ISUZU TROOPER
II, 22k, 4-dr, 5-spd, AM/FM
tape, roof rack, rust-proofed,
moving must sell, $10600,
call David, 729-3656.
77 FORD MAVERICK 6cyl, royaf blue, 4-dr, low
mileage, $450. Call 773-5850
eves.
1984 HONDA CRX 5-spd
blue , AM-FM cassette
stereo, alloy wheels, Bosch
fog lights, new tires and
exhaust, excellent condition ,
highway miles , $3000 . 1929~603, leave message .
82 VOLVO WAGON
overdrive, 88k, runs good,
body great, asking $4600 or
best offer. Call late, 7740435.
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo
diesel, excellent condition ,
power windows , sunroof, and
locking system . $7200
negotiable. 774-1343.
1989 HONDA ACCORD
4-dr OX with onfy 6500 miles
brand new at a used car
price . Air , pwr-steering ,
cruise, cassette and much
more. Plus 5-yr lOOk
extended warranty . All this
for only $12 ,541 or best
offer. Must sell , call Steven
at 934-4966.
1984 HONDA CRX blue
5-spd AM -FM cassette
stereo , alloy wheels, Bosch
fog -fights , new tires and
exhaust.
Excellent
condition , highway miles, no
rust. $3000 . Call 929-6603 ,
leave message.

Dear me!
We'd sincerely like you to match the
a.utographs below with their signa to-

nes.

Eric Arthur Blair
Lewis Ca rroll
Thomas L. Williams
David Berkowitz
Marian Evans
Marion Morrison
Paul VI
M ark Twain
Margaretha Geertruida Zelle
Lawrence (of Arabia)
Ms. Black
Edson Arantes do
Nascimento
V.I. Lenin
William Sydney Porter

Can you solve the ReaL Puzzle?

If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's in it for you (first
prize). A $15 gift certificate for Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters awaits the
second prize winner. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span and only one entry is
allowed per contes tant.
All entries for this week' s Real
Puzzle must b e received by noon
Wednesdav, Dec. 6. (Less than three
weeks to get you-know-what done) .
The solution to this week's Real Puzzle
will appear in the Dec. 14 issue ofCasco
Bay Weekly. Send your best and only
guess to:

Real Puzzle 1148
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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ESTATE SALE: entire
contents of house must go.
Solid cherry dining room set
including china cabinet ,
table, 6 chairs. drop leaf
server. BR set inc. double
bed, Queen Anne dresser ,
w/mirror , dressing table
w/mirror, bench , drop front
chest.
Secretary,
bookcases, humidor tables,
bureaus , sofas, breakfast
set, braided rugs, afghans,
linens,
lamps , china ,
glassware , upright freezer,
air conditioners, misc. kit.
items, appliances, office
turnlture, copier, typewriter.
3 Belknap St. Portland, off
Stevens Ave, between
Woodford St. and Brighton
Ave . Fri , Sat, Sun, Dec.
1.2.3, 10 AM to 6PM.
MILLER WELDER Roughneck 2-E, with 16 HP
Tecumsah engine . 50ft
leads, heavy-duty cart, $950
or best offer. 883-3962 days
or 883-6496 eves.
USED OFFICE FURN_
fofding tables, drafting
tables, Fax, phones ,
calculator ,
chairs ,
Intercoms, etc. 883-3962
days or 883-6496 eves.
USED POWER TOOLS
drills, skilsaws, table saws,
grinders , sanders, etc. Call
883-3962 days or 883~496
eves .
AIRLINE TICKET one
way from Portland to W. Palm
Beach , Fla, Dec. 28 for
female onfy. 799-5461.
MUST SELL king size
waterbed , 19- Magnavox
color TV 'new', microwave
oven , massage table ,
living room set oak, best
offer, 854-4302.

SONY VIDEO camcorder,
8-mm , many extras, perfect
condition, $600 or best offer,
call 725-3310 or 725-9494

SeN

orSftM

~

10,

eves.
ZENITH Z-100 computer
with terminaf, 1 MB memory,
dual port, light pen, mouse,
Olympia printer, 3 graphics
software programs, word
processing soft ware , IBM
compatable, $795 or B/O.
773-1779.
PROFORM TREADMILL
running or walking up to 9
mph . used 4 months ,
originally $1000, will sacrifice
for $650 or B/O. 773-0749
eves, leave message .
READY TO FLY! Red
Hawk oltralight, enclosed
cockpit, push-button start,
full ailerons and flaps . On
wheels, with floats . $6500 or
best offer. Catamaran with
new trampoline and rollerreefing jib, $1400. 799-4305.
TEAK STEREO cabinet ,
perfect condition . Purchased
at New England Music,
rectangular, 36x38x18. Dual
smoked glass doors, 5
shelves , holds over 200
albums, new $300 now $150.
John, 839-4576 or 829-6124 .
LIFECYCLE - winters
coming, keep fit in the
comfort of your home. Great
Christmas gift. New, $1650,
asking $1200. Call Frank at
775-4482.
DIAMOND RING antique
filigree white gold, possible
engagement or dinner ring,
$425. Call Lee at 761-6686.
MUSIC MAN giutar amp,
2-channels, new tubes, 12Celestion speakers , great
condition. $350 or best offer,
call Phif at 773-5032.

14.~tT>f<
c 1969 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #46
1)
2)
3)

4)

TRIMLlNETELEPHONE
VIDEOCASSETIE
PENCIL SHARPENER
TV REMOTE CONTROL

It's good to know, with the beginning of the busy holiday season, our
true and loyal Real Puzzle players still
have time for us. We received lotsofresponses for this one, but only two of
you can wi n. Jackie Dwyer of Portland
can go cut-up something at Alberta ' s.
Bill Whitman from Turner Center can
drive into Portland and enjoy some
goodies from Green Mountain while
he works on yet another puzzle. And
all of you can bring your Real Puzzle
with you when you go shopping and
instead of sighing with aggravation in
those long lines a t the regis ters, you can
have fun and be the envy of those
around you.
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1989 United Feature Syndicate.
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